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ABSTRACT 
 
In this study we examine different techniques for detection of skeletal muscle properties. The main 
aim of the study is modelling muscle responses obtained by different methods. Because of the 
great interest for this field, scientists have developed several measuring methods, but still many 
issues remain unsolved. Present researches require interdisciplinary of measurements in the field 
of biomechanics, muscle physiology, system modelling, electrical stimulation and biological 
system and methods of electro physiology. 
 
Development of computer capacity, technologically modern electronic devices and sensors has in 
recent years enabled greater technological progress in the field of biomechanical researches. 
Modern technology has launched more scientific approach of athletes training process as well as 
rehabilitation process. Therefore many athletes, trainers and physiotherapists incorporate new 
findings for prevention and rehabilitation of injuries, training dimension and for timing individual's 
peak performance on the day of competition. Top sport is not the only source, which has increased 
its demand for developing non-invasive, selective and simple method for monitoring muscle status 
– the need has expended over other fields, such as medical rehabilitation, diagnosing 
neuromuscular illnesses and injuries. 
 
A new method called Tensiomyography (TMG) for monitoring skeletal muscle properties was 
developed at the Faculty of electrical engineering, University of Ljubljana, in Laboratory for 
biomedical imaging and skeletal muscle biomechanics. Method was evaluated with other well 
established methods and meets all requirements of top sport field, medicine diagnostics and 
rehabilitation. TMG method is based on measurements of transverse muscle belly displacement. 
During muscle contraction its belly enlarges perpendicularly to direction of exerted muscle force. 
Method’s selectiveness is the main advantage of this measuring set-up, however it provides no 
information on absolute muscle force. 
 
On the basis of results obtained with simultaneous use of TMG and torque measuring method we 
calculated mathematical models in order to present either similarity or heterogeneity of these 
results. Standard characteristics of muscle activation elicited by electrical stimulation were 
measured and interpreted on the basis of results obtained with in vitro measurements of toad 
gastrocnemius. In vitro experiment allowed us to perform measurement on isolated muscle with 
and without its tendon. 
 
Selective measurements of muscle belly displacement and elbow torque measurements were 
performed on 15 male subjects. Muscles biceps brachii (BB) and brachioradialis (BR) were 
selectively stimulated with electrical stimulation. Displacement sensor was placed perpendicularly 
to the thickest part of the muscle belly. Force transducer was placed on the forearm with known 
distance away from elbow joint axis. Protocols A and B (defining electrical stimulation) were 
applied on each muscle. Protocols consisted of twitch and tetanic stimulation. Combining both 
measuring methods enabled us to monitor activation characteristic, twitch-tetanus ratio, post-
tetanic potentiation, torque-length, displacement-length, torque-frequency and displacement-
frequency relation. 
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On the basis of obtained results, models presenting connection between displacement and torque 
were proposed. In vitro measurements of the toad gastrocnemius were carried out in order to 
determine the most influential mechanisms, which have impact on muscle responses. 
 
The study revealed that dynamics of muscle belly displacement and muscle joint torque differs due 
to disturbing parameters, such as: rubbing of surrounding tissue, limited muscle belly enlargement 
by fascia, joint mechanics, influence of the skin fold and tendons. Measurements on the isolated 
toad gastrocnemius were used for eliminating the disturbing parameters and tendon’s influence on 
muscle force response was examined. Muscle without its tendon did not show any difference 
between response dynamics in contrast with muscle-tendon system. Tendon with its capability of 
storing elastic energy impacts muscle force response. 
 
Method for measurement of muscle belly stiffness in vertical direction was also developed. With 
this instrument muscle belly passive resistance was detected, which influences muscle belly 
displacement. With muscle belly stiffness information muscle belly displacement was moderated 
and thus relative muscle force measurement (with TMG method) was enabled. Absolute muscle 
force measurement requires additional information on muscle architecture and size measurements. 
 
Ratio between twitch and tetanus amplitude (twitch-tetanus ratio) of muscle displacement 
measurement was significantly correlated. This conclusion cannot be confirmed with results of 
torque measurements. Non-significant negative correlation was found between twitch-tetanus ratio 
and contraction time (Tc) of responses measured with both methods. Results of both methods 
showed significantly lower twitch-tetanus ratio of BR muscle. The reason could lie in longer 
tendon and activation pattern. The latter means that firing rate contribution to the maximal muscle 
response is larger than the contribution of the stimulus amplitude in smaller muscles. We can 
conclude that not only muscle and its Tc, but also joint angle affects twitch-tetanus ratio measured 
with both methods. Our findings showed that lower elbow angles increase twitch-tetanus ratio. 
 
In both muscles it was evident that displacement-frequency characteristics depends on elbow 
angle, which was not the case in torque-frequency characteristics (almost constant). TMG method 
proved to be more suitable for measuring tetanic responses, especially at lower frequencies, where 
these responses were not impacted by the forearm persistence. Higher frequencies or higher 
amplitudes of electrical stimulation cause saturation of muscle belly displacement. 
 
The study also revealed that the increase in response amplitude was not the only contractile 
parameter to observe in post-tetanic potentiation measurement. Decreases in delay time, 
contraction time, sustain and half relaxation times of muscle displacement response were 
significant in both muscles. The same conclusion was drawn for joint torque response. BR muscle 
has bigger potentiation of response amplitude than BB muscle, which was significantly and 
positively correlated with percentage of type II fibres. Elbow angle affects the degree of post-
tetanic potentiation of muscle belly displacement and also some contractile parameters of torque 
responses. 
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On the basis of in vitro TMG measurements, performed on toad isolated gastrocnemius, we built a 
model in order to demonstrate how the tendon influences the response of muscle force. A neural 
network was used to show how the responses of belly displacement and muscle force to random 
pulse-train are connected. Firstly the neural network was subjected to a learning process, which 
happened to be inappropriate in case of responses of the same muscle in different toads. This 
indicates a very complex connection between both responses. 
 
Comparison of both responses (belly displacement and muscle force) in isolated toad 
gastrocnemius muscle revealed that contraction time and half relaxation time in force response are 
significantly shorter. The same comparison was made for belly displacement and torque in human 
BB and BR muscles, where again shorter contraction time and half relaxation time in torque 
response were observed with even higher statistical significance. 
In order to study muscle belly metric properties during contraction and relaxation of toad 
gastrocnemius, a geometrical model was used. During the process of contraction observed muscle 
is thickened and shortened, which causes the tendon to stretch. Founded on muscle force 
measurements we calculated tendon’s passive transient function, which differs for the process of 
contraction and relaxation. 
 
Responses of muscles with a short Tc are presented with curves, which are very specific in the 
shape of their peak. Modelling fast- (type II) and slow-twitch (type I) muscle fibres enabled to 
explain these peak-shapes. For the purpose of modelling superposition method was used, 
relationship between the intracellular calcium concentration and isolated fibre force was adopted 
from literature and linear relationship between the cause (muscle fibre longitudinal contraction) 
and the consequence (muscle fibre transverse contraction) was adopted. After model parameters 
were optimised we compared measured transverse muscle belly force and longitudinal muscle 
force to modelled contraction process. Different transient functions were calculated for 
longitudinal and transverse contraction – connective tissue damping coefficient was from 2.2 to 
6.5 times greater in longitudinal direction. 
 
Final conclusions: TMG method is suitable for measuring time parameters of muscle contraction 
and relaxation, especially contraction time. With a simple upgrade it can be used for measuring 
relative force exerted during muscle contraction. With TMG method muscle activation can be 
monitored selectively, precisely and with low variability. Completing it with simultaneous force or 
torque measurements it offers wide range of muscle contraction research possibilities. 
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1. Force exerted by skeletal muscle 
 

1.1.1. Skeletal muscle origo and insertio  
 
Skeletal muscle origo and insertio, joined in the word tendon, are in function of transforming the 
muscle belly contraction force onto the skeleton and thus enabling the joints to move. The 
importance of tendon function was researched by numerous scientists (Alexander, 1988; Zajac III, 
1989). Tendons consist mainly of collagen, a substance without contractile ability, which 
categorizes them into a group of passive muscle elements. Their function is attaching muscle to the 
skeleton, transforming muscle force to the skeleton and storing elastic energy. When assessing 
skeletal muscles' properties, we must always consider also tendon properties, since they strongly 
influence skeletal muscle functioning.   
 
Tendons vary in their length, thickness and the way of being attached to the skeleton. Beside 
collagen (86 %) they comprise elastic, actin, fibronectin, proteoglycans, water and fibroblasts. 
Collagen is a fibrous protein, mechanically very stable. Its fibres are organized longitudinally and 
parallelly – for optimal transformation of greater muscular forces. The amount of elastic energy, 
stored in the tendon, is dependent on its length and is thus bigger in longer tendons (Biewener, 
1998). When comparing two tendons, first comprising more parallel fibres than the second, then 
the force used for the same elongation is greater in case of the first tendon (Fig 2.2). 
 
Tendon elastic properties have been studied in vitro (Viidik, 1973; Butler et al., 1978; Ker, 1992), 
still it is not clear to what extent these results can be applied to in vivo physiological conditions. In 
vitro experiments are performed using pincers for attaching the tendons to the sensor, which 
causes the tendons to stretch irregularly (Ker, 1992) and thus reducing the objectivity. Maganaris 
and Paul (2000), and Maganaris (2002) have presented a ultrasonic measuring method for in vivo 
monitoring tendon contractile properties, which enabled them to reveal that in vivo conditions lead 
to sliding the muscle-tendon complex along surrounding tissue, which results in two things: 
longitudinal non-homogeneous tendon stretch and hysteresis of elongation and shortening with 
respect to the force, which is independent of burden the muscle-tendon complex is subjected to. 
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Figure 1.1: Relation between the force (load) and elongation of m. vastus medialis (VM) and m. gracilis 
(GR) tendon, (Noyes, 1977; Noyes et al., 1984). The force needed for the tendon elongation of 8 mm was 

in case of VM 2.8 kN and in case of GR 1 kN. 

 
 
In mammals tendons are stretched (during muscle contraction) from 2 to 5 % (Ker et al., 1988; 
Zajac III, 1989; Maganaris and Paul, 2000), while the connective tissue (called aponeurosis – it 
connects the tendon with the muscle belly) is stretched to the same extent (Rack in Westbury, 
1984) or even about 10 % more (Huijing and Ettema, 1988/1989, Lieber et al., 1991). 
 
 

1.1.2. Generating skeletal muscle contraction force  
 
When myosin heads slide along actin this results in shortening of the sarcomere for as long as 
action potentials are present on the sarcolemma, other wise the shortening is terminated by the H 
band. The force at both endings of the sarcomere (Z band) is dependent on the number of 
overlapping heads of actin and myosin within a sarcomere. The overlapping is minor within the 
stretched sarcomere but increases with its shortening and in the end with further shortening again 
diminishes – the reason is the geometrical limitation of the shortening, despite the presence of 
action potentials on the sarcolemma (Fig 3.3, next chapter). 
 
When sarcomere, the smallest contractile element, is contracting and thus shortening it exerts the 
tension at both endings. In the myofibril the sarcomeres are bounded parallel. The twitch 
contraction of a single sarcomere results in the twitch contraction of the whole myofibril i.e. the 
multiple of twitch contractions of a single sarcomere. Force at the endings of a single myofibril 
equals the force at the endings of a single sarcomere, while the force at the endings of muscle fibre 
equals the sum of forces in all myofibrils within the same fibre. 
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Figure 1.2: Electrical pulse depolarises the muscle membrane, causes an increase in intracellular 

calcium concentration as well as the force exerted by the muscle fibre. 

Membrane potential 

Calcium concentration 

Force 

Stimulus 

 
 
A unit, which comprises the cell body and dendrites of a motor neuron, the multiple branches of its 
axon and the muscle fibres that it innervates, is called a motor unit (MU). MU is the smallest 
functional unit of the nervous-controlled muscular activity. Muscle fibres of the same MU equal 
regarding their histological classification and are distributed within the muscle in such a manner 
that two neighbouring fibres cannot be comprised within the same MU. Action potential on the 
appurtenant axon causes fibres of the same MU to contract on the principle “all or nothing”. The 
number of muscle fibres comprised in the same MU (innervation ratio) is task dependent – for 
example, facial (eye) muscles are performing very rapid and precise movements, their innervation 
ratio is small (10 – 100), leg muscles on the other hand, perform more forceful movements, their 
innervation ratio is therefore bigger – a few thousand muscle fibres. 
 
The activation pattern (MU recruitment order) in voluntary contraction depends on the force to be 
exerted. Firstly, small and mainly slow-contracting MUs are activated, with increasing force 
additional – bigger and mainly fast MUs are activated (Henneman, 1980). This force increases on 
two principles: with additional MU activation (MU recruitment) or with increasing frequency of 
action potentials  (firing rate), the latter contributing to gradual increase of contraction force. The 
isometric force – MU recruitment relationship is sigmoid (Bigland and Lippold, 1954b) and 
depends on the contraction speed of MU (Botterman et al., 1986). 
 
During contraction and relaxation of larger muscles, such as m. biceps brachii (BB), the MU 
recruitment is constantly present, increasing the firing rate only takes over in exerting the maximal 
force. In case of smaller muscles, such as m. first dorsal intersseous, the case is just the opposite. 
Already 30 % of maximal muscle force is enough to activate the whole population of MU in the 
muscle, further increasing of muscle force is due to increasing the firing rate (Kukulka and 
Clamann, 1981; De Luca et al., 1996). Marsden et al. (1983) presented an instant rise in firing rate 
at the beginning of contraction, later it stabilises at lower frequency. This is a sort of preventive 
step against getting fatigued too soon. 
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Muscle Maximal firing rate / Hz 
m. first dorsal interosseus 35 - 40 
m. extensor indicis 35 
m. tibilais anterior 33 
m. adductor digiti minimi 25 - 35 
m. adductor pollicis 25 - 30 
m. deltoideus 29 
m. biceps brachii 20 - 25 
m. soleus 11 

Table 1.1: Maximal firing rates for different muscles (Bellemare et al., 1983; De Luca et al., 1982; Freund 
et al., 1975; Monster and Chan, 1977; Tanji and Kato, 1973; Van Cutsem et al., 1997). 

 
 
Firing rate for exerting minimal muscle force is ranging between 5 and 7 Hz (Kudina and 
Alekseeva, 1992a; Spiegel et al., 1996). For exerting 35 % of maximal muscle force the MUs with 
lower recruitment threshold require higher firing rate than the MUs with higher recruitment 
threshold (Tanji and Kata, 1973; Monster and Chan, 1977). In case of exerting maximal muscle 
force the findings part. On one hand the same pattern as in exerting 35 % of maximal muscle force 
was established (Gydikov and Kosarov, 1974; Monster and Chan, 1977), and on the other hand 
just the opposite (Kamen et al., 1995). For different muscles different maximal values for firing 
rates have been reported (Table 1.1). 
 
The release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the increase of intracellular calcium 
concentration are considered the beginning of cross bridges cycle. On the prepared human muscle 
fibre a sigmoid relationship was presented between calcium concentration and muscle fibre 
contraction force (Greger and Windhorst, 1996). A study, which involved type I muscle fibre in rat 
soleus revealed that maximal calcium concentration and maximal force were detected 21 and 151 
ms after the electrical stimulus, respectively. Half relaxation time of calcium concentration and 
force was 126 ms and 305 ms, respectively. In the fast-contracting fibre of rat extensor digitorum 
longus, maximal calcium concentration was detected 14 ms and maximal force 28 ms after the 
electrical stimulus. Half relaxation time of calcium concentration and force was 49 ms and 19 ms, 
respectively (Wetzel and Gros, 1998). 
 
Muscle force is not only dependent on the number of muscle fibres, level of activation and firing 
rate, but also on geometrical scheme of the muscle, which is presented in the next chapter. 
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2. Measuring muscle force 

2.1. Measuring muscle force – method review 
 
Appropriate measuring methods are required in order to study skeletal muscles properties (optimal 
muscle length – joint angle, activation pattern) in vivo and to be able to perform non-invasive 
comparisons of different muscles or same muscles of different subjects. Moreover, a method, 
which would enable measurement of the absolute force exerted by a single muscle hasn't yet been 
presented – the only methods known are either invasive or non-selective. In most cases absolute 
muscle force is inferred from modelling on the basis of more or less known anthropometrical data. 
Still such estimation cannot be used with an individual subject, just because of its individuality 
(usually far from average). 
 
Two out of several measuring methods for skeletal muscles assessment were used for the purpose 
of the research work presented in this thesis. In the following chapters both methods are presented 
in sense of their historical background, research results in field of muscle force measurement, their 
advantages and disadvantages over other methods, which also offer an explanation why these 
methods were chosen. 
 

2.1.1. Electromyography 
 
Electromyography (EMG) is a method for detecting muscle's electrical activity (action potentials) 
during its contraction. The process of depolarisation and action potentials (AP) propagation along 
the muscle fibre can be detected with bipolar electrodes (separately placed) and one reference 
electrode placed above the electrically still muscle (ground electrode). The measurement procedure 
consists of two steps. Firstly, the voltage (potential difference) between the signal detected by each 
electrode and the ground electrode is determined. Secondly, the difference between the voltage 
measured by each electrode is calculated and amplified by the device and the output is a voltage-
time signal referred to as an EMG. With respect to sensors application two kinds of EMG method 
applications are in use: surface EMG (sEMG – non-invasive) and intramuscular EMG (iEMG – 
invasive). Both of them provide results in time domain. EMG response is evaluated with several 
parameters, the most important being as follows: mean and median frequency of power density 
spectrum (MPF and MdPF) and the amplitude of integrated EMG (Knaflitz et al., 1990; Merletti et 
al., 1990 and 1994). 
 
EMG response to voluntary contraction is a sum of APs on muscle fibres. EMG response to 
electrically evoked contraction results in 1) a singe M-wave when stimulated with a single 
stimulus and in 2) sequence of M-waves when stimulated with pulse train. The iEMG method is 
applied using a needle as an EMG detection electrode, inserted directly into the measured muscle 
and detects electrical activity directly on MUs. The amplitude of iEMG response depends on the 
location of the detection electrode (DE) insertion and is at some levels of activation linearly related 
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to the force of contraction, regardless of the spot of detection electrode insertion (Onishi et al., 
2000; Komi and Buskirk, 1970; Oberg et al., 1992).  
 
sEMG and iEMG power spectrum is used for studying muscle fatigue (Lindström et al., 1970; 
Merletti et al., 1991), muscle fibre composition (Hagberg et al., 1987) and recruitment order  
(Bernardi et al., 1996; Bilodeau et al., 1994 and 1995; Moritani and Muro, 1987; Sanchez et al., 
1993). 
Preliminary studies revealed linear relationship between the amplitude of integrated sEMG and 
contraction force (Lippold, 1952; Lawrence and De Luca, 1983; Milner-Brown, 1975) and 
between MPF of sEMG and contraction force (Gerdle et al., 1994; Bilodeau et al., 1990). In case 
of relationship between MPF or MdPF and torque, studies revealed opposite results: positive 
(Gerdle et al., 1991; Gerdle and Karlsson, 1994), negative (Komi and Viitsalo, 1976) as well as 
independent (Komi and Viitsalo, 1976; Nanthavanu et al., 1989) correlation was presented. The 
most probable ground for these dispersing results would be the way of calculating both MPF and 
MdPF, differences between measured muscles as well as subjects and their gender, electrodes size 
and setting up, skin fold and the way of correlating the torque and both frequency dependent 
parameters (Karlsson and Gerdle, 2000). 
 
Correlation between contraction force and amplitude of integrated sEMG was greater when 
measurements were performed under isometric conditions (Bigland and Lippold, 1954a; Lawrence 
and De Luca, 1983) and lesser when performed under non-isometric conditions (Calver and 
Chapman, 1977; Milner-Brown and Stein, 1975). Hasan and Enoka (1985) presented as follows: in 
case of muscles BB and BR for the case of extended and flexed elbow the exerted force is greater 
than for the elbow flexion between those extreme positions, where the exerted force remains 
constant. This means that the shorter the muscle moment arm the greater the force required. 
 
Kupa et al. (1995) established that MPF and AP conduction velocity are in connection with the 
muscle fibre type as well as its cross-section for the in vitro conditions. Fast-contracting fibres 
feature higher MPF than the slow-contracting ones. Fibres with larger cross-sectional area feature 
higher MPF and greater AP conduction velocity. 
 
Electrical stimulation is used in order to reduce subjects affecting the measuring result. The M-
wave is result of summed APs of muscle fibres underneath the EMG detection electrode. Bilodeau 
et al. (2002) presented a positive correlation between the MPF of the EMG power spectrum and 
the torque during voluntary contraction and a negative correlation between the MPF of the M-
wave and the torque during electrically evoked twitch. So far, the explanation of this finding 
remains unknown. 
 
Frequency spectrum of the EMG response is influenced also by muscle fibre composition. Higher 
percentage or larger cross-sectional area of fast-contracting muscle fibres results in higher MPF or 
MdPF (Gerdle et al., 1988, 1991 and 2000; Mannion et al., 1998; Wretling et al., 1987). This 
means that the reason for the simultaneous increase of the MPF or MdPF (of the EMG) and torque 
lies in recruitment of larger MUs.  
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The shape of the MPF and MdPF (of the M-wave) is influenced by the muscle fibre length 
(Lindström et al., 1970; Bazzy et al., 1986; Inbar et al., 1987; Okada, 1987; Dimitrova et al., 1991) 
and position of the sEMG detection electrode (Dimitrova et al., 2001; Roy et al., 1986; Lateva et 
al., 1993; Dimitrov and Dimitrova, 1998; Farina et al., 2001 and 2002). This sets a limitation to 
monitoring dynamic muscle contractions, under non-isometric conditions.   
Maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) is an often-researched phenomenon. However, such a 
contraction cannot be single-muscle-targeted. To gain information on single muscle, the EMG 
method can be used (Masuda et al., 1996; Merletti et al., 1990, Sanchez et al., 1993), still only the 
APs of the fibres directly underneath the sEMG detection electrode will be detected, the same 
holds for the APs of the fibres near the iEMG detection electrode. For the same reason the EMG 
method cannot be used for comparing muscle force for different subjects or different muscles. 
Detecting MVC with the EMG method raises a question on subjectiveness and technical 
difficulties affecting the repeatability of the method (Baratta et al., 1998). Parameters MPF and 
MdPF of the EMG can be used for monitoring relative muscle force only at the absence of fatigue. 
For in fatigued muscle values of both parameters diminish (Kadefors et al., 1968; Kogi and 
Hakamada, 1962), and the form of the power density spectrum alters (Kupa et al., 1995). Sica and 
McComas (1971) showed that changes due to muscle fatigue are dependent also on muscle fibres 
composition. 
 
Merletti et al. (1995) found out that the EMG power-spectrum based parameters are less variable 
than parameters defined in time domain. Measurement of AP conduction velocity proved to be the 
most variable one. The shape of the M-wave proved even less variable, but it should be taken into 
consideration, that this shape varies for each muscle and depends on the position of stimulation 
and detection electrodes. 
 
Variability coefficient (VC) for EMG parameters on few-day-basis (up to 18 %) and on one-day-
basis is considered too big to perform a quality interpretation of measured data (Merletti et al., 
1995), yet can be diminished applying certain measures. One of them is to teach the subjects how 
to cooperate in a measurement protocol as shown by Gabriel (2002), who managed to diminish the 
VC as well as the mean direct component of the EMG signal from 55 to 40 % for the muscle BB 
and from 52 to 40 % for the muscle BR. Numerous preliminary studies revealed that subjects 
attempting to perform a MVC only reach from 70 to 90 % of the reachable MVC (Baratta et al., 
1998; Corcos et al., 1993; Darling and Cooke, 1987; Gabriel, 2000) which enters a subjective 
variability into results of all measuring methods. Erfanian et al. (1998) suggested a model of 
muscle force prediction (on the basis of EMG results recalibration) in order to diminish the VC on 
the few-day-basis. 
 
The main source of the EMG method variability is the so called system-noise – the noise caused 
by amplifiers, interfaces, cards for data acquisition, AD converters, connecting cables, grid 
voltage, monitors and other electronic components. The signal-to-noise ratio is considered the 
most sensitive indicator, especially for the EMG recordings of contractions below 25 % MVC 
(Cinderby et al., 1996; Hagg, 1992). Baratta (1998) presented the algorithm for subtracting the 
system-noise from EMG recording (in both time and frequency domain), which increased the 
signal-to-noise ratio. 
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2.1.2. Measuring torque and muscle force 
 
A method for measuring muscle contraction force is an invasive one in case of inserting the force 
sensor directly into the muscle tendon or in case of in vitro measurements, where the muscle 
tendon is attached to the force detector. Also available are the optical force detectors, but are only 
to be used with protocols featuring resolution (< 1 µg). They enable detection of both active and 
passive force exerted by a single muscle fibre or a single MU (Fearn et al., 1993; Canaday and 
Fay, 1976; Glerum and Van Mastrigt, 1990). In case of in vivo measurements we often measure 
the torque about a joint and together from so called moment arm modelling (modelling the joint 
and muscle architecture) we infer on contraction force. 
 
Torque about the joint equals vector product of muscle force and moment arm. Muscle arm is the 
distance end to end between the joint axis and the muscle insertio. Measured torque is affected by 
two parameters – muscle force and muscle moment arm. Further, muscle force is dependent on 
muscle length, moment arm is dependent on joint angle. Moment arm reaches its minimum when 
the joint is flexed or extended to its outermost position. An et al. (1981) showed that in these 
positions the moment arm of the elbow was two times smaller (for all major flexor muscles) than 
at the angle of 1.75 rad. 
 
Muscle moment arm transforms the muscle force into the joint moment and thus plays an 
important role in joint flexibility (Hogan, 1990). In the relaxed state the angle of pull is small, still 
it can change with respect to joint angle. For the following elbow flexor muscles BB, BR and 
brachialis, the angles of pull are 1.4, 0.4 and 1.2 rad, respectively (elbow angle: 1.57 rad) (An et 
al., 1984b). 
 
So far no correlation between anthropometrical data and moment arm definition has been 
presented. Amis et al. (1979), An et al. (1981), Gerbeaux et al. (1996) and Murray et al. (1995) 
attempted to evaluate the length of moment arm for elbow extensor and elbow flexor muscles, but 
have not reached any consensus regarding their results and also could not find any reasonable 
explanation for it. Gerbeaux et al. (1996) normalized the moment arm length according to the 
length of the bone ulna, while An et al. (1981) performed normalization according to physiological 
cross-section area (PCSA). Murray et al. (2002) reported the correlation between the longer TB 
moment arm and the bone ulna. He reported no correlation between other hand bones and muscle 
moment arm lengths. 
 
Muscle force is dependent on the length of its belly (Gordon et al., 1966), its speed (Hill, 1938), 
moment arm, which defines the length of muscle-tendon complex (An et al., 1984a), the speed of 
the muscle-tendon complex during the joint rotation (Delp and Loan, 1995) and its composition, 
which influences the amplitude as well as the speed of the torque, exerted during the muscle 
contraction (Buchtal and Schmalbruch, 1990; Clarkson et al., 1981; Desmedt and Godaux, 1978; 
Rice et al., 1988; Thorstensson et al., 1976). 
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For subjective reasons, such as subject’s motivation, figure, coactivation of synergist muscles 
(contributing to the torque about the observed joint), coactivation of antagonist muscles 
(contributing the negative torque about the observed joint; Maganaris et al., 1998c) as well as for 
technical reasons, such as limb fixation and joint axis positioning, the repeatability of applied 
measuring method is diminished. In order to eliminate some of the abovementioned factors Farina 
et al. (1999) suggested two ways of limb fixation for the purpose of force measurement (MVC). 
However, no significant improvement of the method’s repeatability was achieved. 
 
On the contrary to voluntarily evoked contraction, the electrically evoked one leads to more 
selective results of torque measurements. In order to measure the entire force exerted by 
electrically evoked contraction, the pulse train has to consist of at least 10 pulses. One electrical 
pulse only is not sufficient to transfer the entire muscle force through series elastic element (SE) 
onto the bone (Kawakami and Lieber, 2000) and thus the measured torque does not correspond to 
exerted one (Hoyle, 1983). Thomas et al. (1999) showed that the series of 5 to 7 stimuli is required 
for exerted muscle force to reach its maximum and to equal the tetanic force – only under such 
conditions sufficient volume of calcium is released from sarkoplasmic reticulum (SR). Allen et al. 
(1989) reported maximal force was achieved with pulse train of larger number of pulses. 
 
Multiple usage of electrically evoked torque measuring method was shown by Day et al. (2002), 
who performed measurements on patients suffering from periodical paralysis. They claimed that in 
clinical environment it is more suitable to measure torque exerted by electrically stimulated 
muscles, since the affected muscles are often to weak to exert a measurable torque. 
 
Intramuscular force measurement is selective, but invasive measuring method (Fowler et al., 1993; 
Herzog and Leonard, 1991; Komi, 1990; Maton et al., 1987), which allows force to be measured 
only at one end of the muscle. It should be made notable, that in case of multiple activated muscle 
heads attached to the same tendon, measuring muscle force at the other end of the muscle would 
not necessarily provide the same result (Huijing and Baan, 2001). For in vitro conditions measured 
force is the same, regardless of the sensor location. 
 
To be able to model force exerted by a single muscle following has to be taken into account: 
response of the observed muscle (which has to be identified using non-selective response) and 
anthropometrical data for observed muscle. 
 

2.1.3. Mechanomyography 
 
The tendon tension is not the only mechanical parameter of muscular activity. During isometric 
contraction the exerted force is in connection with the thickening of muscle fibres. Muscle belly 
enlargement is also a mechanical response, which occurs together with exerting contraction force, 
but is not directly connected with it (Zhang et al., 1996). Already in 1665 Grimaldi F.M. perceived 
the sound of contracting muscles during clenching the fist. In 1810 Vollaston W.H. connected 
muscle sound with its contraction and also measured the frequencies, which proved to range from 
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14 to 36 Hz. The same results were gained in later years when measurements were performed 
using modern measuring instruments. 
 
For the purpose of clinical environment mechanical response (mechanomyogram – MMG) was 
compared to electrical activity of measured muscle (EMG). By calculating the ratio between both 
amplitudes they distinguished between healthy and affected muscles (Barry et al., 1990). The 
synchronous increase of EMG response and decrease of MMG response indicated the atrophy of 
observed muscle. Coefficient that refers to electrical and mechanical activity is of great clinical 
importance, especially for better understanding and treatment of pathologies, such as pain in 
patella region. 
 
Muscle belly dynamic enlargement (Barry, 1992; Barry et al., 1992; Orizio et al., 1996 and 1997) 
and vibration (Wakeling and Nigg, 2001) have only a few times been a subject to mechanical 
contractile properties research. In order to stress the mechanical origin of measured responses 
regardless of the sensor type (Orizio, 1993), such responses have been named mechanomyogram 
(MMG), which is the name for a group of measuring method previously known as vibromyogram 
(Zhang et al., 1992), muscle sound (Orizio et al., 1989; Oster and Jaffe, 1980), acoustic myogram 
(Barry et al., 1985), soundmyogram (Orizio and Veicsteinas, 1992) also phonomyogram (Maton et 
al.in ostali, 1990) – all the names reflecting the sensor used. 
 
The MMG method enables observations of mechanical or sound vibrations of a contracting muscle 
with the accelerometer or microphone, attached to the skin over the observed muscle (Orizio, 
1993; Wollaston, 1980). Vibrations are the result of muscle belly displacement, MUs activating in 
their resonance frequency (Barry, 1987; Frangioni, 1987) and oxygen flow, which appears as a 
result of over dimensioned muscle fibres (Orizio, 1993). It is widely accepted, that the MMG 
method can be well used for measuring the firing rate and synchronization of MUs as well as the 
firing rate (Yoshitake and Moritani, 1999; Dalton and Stokes, 1993; Keidel and Keidel, 1989; 
Maton et al., 1990). Akataki et al. (2001) presented the MMG method as suitable for monitoring 
muscle activation and detailed monitoring contraction force, above all it enables easier data 
collection and its processing. 
 
Many studies revealed correlation between muscle force and MMG amplitude up to 80 % MVC 
(Esposito et al., 1996; Matheson et al., 1997; Maton et al., 1990; Orizio et al., 1989; Smith and 
Stokes, 1993; Zwarts and Keidel, 1991), for forces exceeding 80 % MVC reported results disperse. 
Maton et al. (1990), Smith and Stokes (1993) and Zwarts and Keidel (1991) reported the increase 
of MMG amplitude and interpreted it as a result of MU recruitment (Maton et al., 1990; Stokes 
and Dalton, 1991). On the contrary, Esposito et al. (1996), Matheson et al. (1997) and Orizio et al. 
(1989) reported the decrease of MMG amplitude, explaining it with fusion of APs at high 
frequencies and high muscle tonus (Esposito et al., 1996; Matheson et al., 1997; Orizio et al., 
1989, 1993 and 1996). 
 
Myosin heads sliding along actin under isometric conditions causes shortening of contractile 
element (CE) and thus causes the tension in tendons. Considering the non-changing muscle 
volume during contraction, muscle diameter is during shortening increased (Baskin and Paolini, 
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1967). Muscle belly transverse displacement is monitored with MMG method using the laser 
displacement sensor on the surface of the muscle (Orizio et al., 1999, 2000). The measurement 
however is affected by lateral displacement due to irregular muscle fibre activation, changes of 
muscle dimensions and muscle resonance frequency (Barry, 1987; Barry and Cole, 1990; Orizio et 
al., 1989, 1996). In frequency domain the relation between muscle force and MMG response 
reveals that muscle force is damped mainly by SE, while muscle belly displacement measured by 
MMG is mainly damped by parallel elastic element (PE) (Orizio et al., 2000). Orizio et al. (2000) 
presented correlation between MMG frequency spectrum (sensor type: laser displacement sensor) 
and muscle force on isolated cat gastrocnemius. Previously, using the same measuring procedure, 
they demonstrated muscle belly displacement to be quadratic-dependent from force exerted by 
isolated muscle (cat gastrocnemius), which was explained using different mechanical models for 
both phenomena. Similar relationship was established by Barry et al. (1985) and Maton et al. 
(1990) on human m. BB, when they compared firstly the root mean square (RMS) of MMG and 
the weight the subject was lifting during isometric contraction, and secondly when they compared 
the RMS of MMG and muscle force. 
 
It has been shown that MMG parameters MPF and MdPF depend on muscle fibre composition or 
contractile properties (Kouzaki et al., 1999; Orizio, 1993; Petitjean et al., 1998) and the sensor 
used (Maton et al., 1990). The MMG response is influenced by muscle tonus, the number of 
recruited MUs, body vibration, surrounding tissue density and elasticity, temperature, reflection 
and refraction when the sound traverses different tissues (Dalton and Stokes, 1993; Orizio, 1993). 
Orizio et al. (1993) showed that the MMG response is changed also due to other muscles’ 
coactivation. Wee and Ashley (1990) reported difficulties on separating MMG responses, because 
of coactivation of synergist muscles and the antagonist muscle. Some but not all factors are 
welcome for their impact on the MMG response. It has been demonstrated that the collected data 
are of low amplitudes, the signal-to-noise ratio is small, therefore very precise and thus expensive 
measuring equipment, impedance-adjusting sensor and cable, and applying certain filtration 
methods is required (Wong, 2001; Orizio, 2002; Schure, 1970). 
 
Ebersole et al. (1999) reported the MMG response to be dependent on the MU recruitment order, 
muscle tonus and intramuscular pressure. Suter and Herzog (1997) observed muscle inhibition and 
claimed that MU recruitment order is changing with knee angle. Intensified muscle tonus 
diminishes the MMG response amplitude – that occurs due to increased number of restored cross 
bridges in muscle fibres, which than oscillate with lower amplitude. Increased intramuscular 
pressure diminishes the MMG response amplitude as well. Sejersted et al. (1984) showed that with 
increasing muscle force also the intramuscular pressure increases and so the measurement error of 
MMG method increases with increasing muscle force. 
 

2.1.4. Measuring intramuscular pressure 
 
In the state of inactiveness the intramuscular pressure (IP) only changes due to the capillary blood 
flow (Aukland in Reed, 1993), while during contraction muscle fibre walls prevent the liquids 
from flowing through and the IP increases. During isometric contraction muscle fibre dynamics is 
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intensified (Hargens et al., 1982; Parker et al., 1982) and consecutively also the blood flow inside 
the muscle, which is increased up to 20 times in order to provide enough oxygen and wash away 
the waste cell material (Van Donkelaar et al., 2001). IP is varying according to Laplace law the 
equation 2.1: 
 

r
shnoPIMP ∆⋅+=  Equation 2.1

 
In the equation 2.1 Po stands for the initial intramuscular pressure (Pa) while resting, n indicates 
the number of muscle fibre concentric layers, ∆h is the thickness of the individual layer (m), s 
indicates the muscle fibre tension (Pa) and r – radius of muscle fibre curvature (m), (Sejersted et 
al., 1984). 
 
The method is based on inserting the pressure sensor through the catheter into the muscle belly 
(invasive procedure). Measuring results are in form of IP response in time domain and are 
influenced by the muscle fibre tension, sensor penetration (depth and angle), muscle architecture 
(muscle fibre curvature and pennation angle), position of subject and measured muscle and in case 
of in vitro conditions also the muscle preparation (Sejersted and Hargens, 1995; Korner et al., 
1984). 
 
The amplitude of IP response is directly connected to isometric and isokinetic muscle force 
(Mazella, 1954; Sadamoto et al., 1983; Sejersted et al., 1984), however the slope coefficient varies 
for measuring the same muscle as well as measuring different muscles (Sejersted et al., 1984; 
Jensen, 1991). Parker et al. (1984) showed the IP to be, on the contrary to EMG, independent of 
muscle fatigue. 
 

2.1.5. Tensiomyography 
 
Tensiomyography (TMG) is measuring method used for monitoring transverse muscle belly 
displacement under isometric conditions. It was developed in the Laboratory for 
bioelectromagnetics (LBM) at the Faculty of Electrical engineering, University of Ljubljana, 
Slovenia. The displacement sensor is positioned perpendicularly to the tangential plane on the 
largest area above the muscle belly. The muscle belly displacement (enlargement) during 
contraction is observed and monitored. Valenčič and Knez (1997) demonstrated that TMG method 
provides valuable data on measured muscle’s contractile properties. The main distinction between 
the TMG and the MMG method (application using laser displacement sensor) is in creating the 
initial pressure on the surface of the measured muscle (TMG method) and thus increasing both: the 
signal-to-noise ratio and method’s sensitivity. Measuring result is presented in form of TMG 
response in time domain (Valenčič, 1990). 
 
TMG method enables observation of muscle belly deformation dynamics and has quite a few 
similarities to MMG method as well as the IP measuring method. TMG method has been evaluated 
histochemically with high positive correlation (r = 0.93) between the percentage of type I muscle 
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fibres and contraction time for nine selected skeletal muscles (Dahmane et al., 2000). Linear 
relationship between the amplitudes of transverse and longitudinal twitch torque of m. tibialis 
anterior has been reported (Knez et al., 1994; Kogovšek, 1991; Burger et al., 1997). Kerševan 
(2002) demonstrated linear and sigmoid relationship between the amplitudes of the transverse 
twitch (TMG) and M-wave (EMG). 
 
In my previous research work regarding standardization of the TMG method (Šimunič Master’s 
thesis, 2001) I have shown that the variability coefficient (VC) for TMG measurements within one 
day can be retained below 5 %, if the standardized measuring equipment is used and standardized 
measuring conditions are assured. Variability of measuring point selection was tested with multi 
channel displacement sensor on five muscles. The error caused by the incorrect selection of 
measuring point (within the ellipsoidal area with its centre in the optimal measuring point, of ± 5 
cm length and of ± 2 cm width) remains below 5 % (Šimunič et al., 2002). 
 

2.1.6. Biomedical visualisation 
 
Muscle volume is known as the optimal muscle force predictor (Fukunaga et al., 2001). Muscle 
force is linearly dependent on the PCSA, which is calculated as a quotient between muscle volume 
and average length of muscle fibres. Fukunaga et al. (2001) claimed muscle volume to be the most 
important evaluator of muscle force, regardless of the muscle physical strength. So far, no related 
studies have been published, which enters some doubt into the relevance of the abovementioned 
study. 
 
Already in 1836 Weber managed to calculate power of plantar flexor muscles on the basis of the 
maximal weight subjects could lift and on the basis of muscle anthropometry taken from cadavers. 
In the following years anthropometrical data of measured muscles were collected under in vivo 
conditions using the ultrasonic method (Ikai and Fukunaga, 1968 and 1970). Beside PCSA 
(Fukunaga et al., 1996; Narici et al., 1996), muscle force was inferred also from anatomical cross-
sectional area (Narici et al., 1989; Kanehisa, 1996). Kawakami et al., 1995 and Riley et al., 2000 
showed that even though having the same PCSA two different muscles could not exert the same 
force. 
 
Maximal muscle force normalized according to muscle size is the actual muscle strength, being in 
most cases the input datum for muscle models and is therefore expected to be measured as 
accurately as possible. Calculating or adopting the PCSA from literature requires a certain degree 
of precaution, for some anthropometrical data are collected in resting muscle, some in cadavers. 
Such anthropometrical data do not correspond to those collected under in vivo conditions 
(Maganaris et al., 1998a, 1998b in 1999). When setting up an in vivo experiment measured muscle 
is shortened (Friederich and Brand, 1990; Yamaguchi et al., 1990) therefore the PCSA in cadavers 
is smaller than the actual one (Gatton et al., 1999). 
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2.2. Measuring relative muscle force 
 
In this chapter a review of measuring methods and findings in field of measuring muscle force is 
given. Every measuring method has its advantages as well as disadvantages, the latter often 
presenting an unavoidable obstacle. Further, for each method six protocols for measuring relative 
muscle force are presented: defining force-length relation, defining force-speed relation, measuring 
acute muscle fatigue, measuring lateral symmetry (collateral muscles), measuring post-tetanic 
potentiation and defining the twitch-tetanus ratio. For every method variability estimation is given, 
which was the basis for the selection of methods – for the purpose of this thesis tensiomyographic 
and torque measuring method have been chosen and investigated in detail. 
 
 
EMG method (sEMG and iEMG) 

Force-length relation and force speed relation: with respect to the measured muscle, position of 
the sEMG sensor varies up to 1 cm. (Farina et al., 2001; Rainoldi et al., 2000). This is a result 
of changing the joint angle and so the muscle fibre population directly under the detection 
electrode does not remain the same, which increases the method’s variability. This problem is 
eliminated when the intramuscular EMG is applied – but it at the same time prevents the use 
on daily basis (invasiveness). When monitoring voluntary contraction, variability is diminished 
by non-selective contraction, motivation, coactivation, sports training etc. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Acute muscle fatigue is indicated by decreased parameters MPF and MdPFi (Merletti et al., 
1990 in 1991; Lindstrom et al., 1970). In case of at least 10 % decrease, these differences can 
be detected (Akataki et al., 1999). 
The positioning of detection electrode (sEMG) itself makes measuring lateral symmetry too 
variable.  
Post-tetanic potentiation can be measured if it is a result of intensified MU activation and thus 
increased amplitude of sEMG response. 
Ratio between the M-wave amplitude and the amplitude of M-wave series does not represent 
the twitch-tetanus ratio. Observing them in frequency domain proved the ratio to be dependent 
on the length of stimulation pulse-train. We believe that twitch-tetanus ratio cannot be 
measured using the EMG method. 
Akataki et al. (1999) evaluated the VC of sEMG and reported inter-experimental variability of 
10 % and 25 % variability for measurements on daily basis. Merletti et al. (1995) reported 
18i% variability of measurements on daily basis and concluded this variability to be too high to 
perform quality interpretation of measured results. They suggested to rather pay regard to 
frequency parameters for their lower variability. The main source of the EMG method 
variability is the so-called system-noise. The signal-to-noise ratio is considered the most 
sensitive indicator, especially for the EMG recordings of contractions below 25 % MVC. 
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Torque and intramuscular force measurement 
Force-length (or torque-length) relation and force-speed (or torque-speed) relation: 
intramuscular measurement means invasive measurement of both characteristics and requires 
the approval by the committee of ethics plus it cannot be applied daily. Torque measurement 
enables non-selective measurements of both characteristics for voluntarily contracting group of 
muscles. Selective measurements can be performed if contractions are evoked electrically, but 
attention is required with defining the number of stimuli. For getting a representative response 
and relevant force-length relation, pulse-train must comprise at least 10 stimuli (Kawakami and 
Lieber, 2000; Thomas et al., 1999; Allen et al., 1989). At the same time we have to assure 
isometric conditions, otherwise the limb torque has to be taken into account. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Both methods proved to be suitable for detecting muscle fatigue: measured force of fatigued 
muscle is diminished, in case of longitudinal twitch both – duration and half relaxation time 
are prolonged. 
With voluntary contraction force exerted by collateral groups of muscles can be non-
selectively compared. To high variability of electrically evoked contractions prevents lateral 
symmetry to be measured. 
Both methods proved to be suitable for measuring post-tetanic potentiation, which is presented 
in following chapters. 
Twitch-tetanus ratio can successively be measured using the intramuscular technique. In case 
of torque measurement results are affected by observed limb’s torque. This influence increases 
when stimulating frequency is lower than 10 Hz. 
In general variability of both methods is quite high and gets too high when measurements are 
performed outdoor. Coactivation of synergist and antagonist muscles, subject’s motivation, 
limb fixation, position of joint axis, non-isometric conditions during force-length relation 
measurement, small signal-to-noise ratio in week contractions – all these factors contribute to 
higher variability.  

 
 
MMG 

Non-linear relationship between average direct component of MMG and contraction force has 
been shown by many researchers (Barry et al., 1990; Keidel and Keidel, 1989; Maton et al., 
1990; Orizio et al., 1989 and 1999). Besides, it has not yet been defined how factors such as: 
contraction type, angular velocity, level of activation (Madeline, 2001) and muscle tonus 
(Dalton and Stokes, 1993; Orizio, 1989) affect this relationship. To a certain degree the MMG 
method is suitable for measuring force-length relation, still additional research work has to be 
done – which is not the case for measuring force-speed relation, where the MMG method is 
useless. 
Since the MMG response reflects the level of activation for type I and type II muscle fibres, 
muscle fatigue can be monitored.  
Muscle tonus is the main obstacle in measuring lateral symmetry. Beside that, asymmetrical 
poise, thickness of subcutaneous tissue, PE and SE mechanics affect the MMG response as 
well. In order to measure lateral symmetry additional measurements and method calibration are 
required. 
MMG method is suitable for measuring post-tetanic potentiation. 
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• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

MMG method is suitable for measuring twitch-tetanus ratio. 
Akataki et al. (1999) reported 10 % variability for voluntary contractions performed during the 
day and 25 % for measurements on daily basis. 

 
 
TMG 

The force-speed relation cannot be measured for TMG method is applied under isometric 
conditions (Valenčič, 1990). In this thesis force-length relation is discussed in detail. 
Since TMG response reflects the level of MU activation (Kerševan, 2002), measuring muscle 
fatigue is possible. In fatigued muscle time parameters of both longitudinal and transverse 
twitch (measured using TMG method) occur: response and relaxation time are prolonged, 
contraction time is shorter, amplitude decreases (Praprotnik, 1999). 
Because of initial pressure TMG based time parameters are independent of muscle tonus, 
positioning the displacement sensor enters variability below 5 % (Šimunič, 2001). TMG 
method is suitable for measuring lateral symmetry. 
Preliminary studies revealed that for “faster” muscles TMG response is potentiated more 
intensively than for “slow” muscles (Šimunič, 2001) which is in accordance with data 
presented in literature, indicating that type II fibres exert higher potentiation (Gordon et al., 
1990; Lev-Tov et al., 1988). Defining post-tetanic potentiation more exactly is the purpose of 
this thesis. 
Defining twitch-tetanus ratio more exactly is also one of the aims of this thesis. 
Variability has been investigated by Šimunič (2001) and proved to remain less than 5 %. 

 
 
Measuring the intramuscular pressure 

IP is in no connection with contraction type, contraction speed and muscle length, except for 
muscles of extreme length where the IP is smaller in case of maximal shortening of measured 
muscle (Ballard et al., 1994). IP is linearly dependent on isometric as well as isokinetic force 
(Mazella, 1954; Sadamoto et al., 1983; Sejersted et al., 1984), however even for repeated 
measurements the slope coefficient is variable (Sejersted et al., 1984; Jensen, 1991). Method 
for measuring the IP we can be applied in case of measuring both characteristics, but its 
invasiveness has to be taken into account. 
Parkerja et al. (1984) reported no connection between the IP and muscle fatigue. 
According to previous findings by Sejersted et al. (1984), Jensen (1991) and Sejersted and 
Hargens, (1995) stating that slope coefficient of linear IP-force relation is variable even for 
repeated measurements (on the same muscle) and depends on measured muscle position and 
sensor penetration (depth and angle) we believe lateral symmetry cannot be properly measured. 
Post-tetanic potentiation can be measured properly, since measured IP reflects the increased 
level of activation (Parker et al., 1984; Sejersted et al., 1984)  
Method for measuring IP is suitable for measuring twitch-tetanus ratio. 
Since measuring IP depends on sensor type, penetration location and depth, muscle 
geometrical properties and measurement protocol its variability can increase up to 300 % 
(Sejersted et al., 1984; Jensen, 1991; Nakhostine et al., 1993). 
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Biomedical visualisation  

Muscle volume and PCSA are reported as the most important evaluation of muscle force 
(Edgerton et al., 1990; Fukunaga et al., 1996 and 2001; Narici et al., 1996). The Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) is already in use for monitoring muscle activation, tendon 
elongation and muscle contraction (Fleckenstein and Shellock, 1991), however quality 
interpretation is rendered impossible due to low resolution. Studies on similar basis are carried 
out using the ultrasonic measuring method (Maganaris, 2002; Ikai and Fukunaga, 1968 and 
1970), which enables the real time monitoring of muscle contraction. Expensive measuring 
equipment and time consuming protocol as well as interpretation are the main disadvantages of 
these methods. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Muscle fatigue is determined with following MRI detectable parameters: pH value in muscle 
fibres, muscle temperature and concentration of oxygen in blood (Yue et al., 1994; Richardson 
et al., 1998). 
Post-tetanic potentiation is determined with MRI detectable parameters as follows: MU 
activation, shortening and thickening of muscle belly. 
In case of MRI twitch occurs to fast to be monitored, which is not the case when performing 
the ultrasonic measurement. Twitch-tetanus ratio is calculated with complex algorithms. 
If data processing includes anthropometrical data collected during measuring procedure, 
variability only depends on precision of data collection and data processing.  
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2.3. Measuring muscle stiffness 
 
Muscle tonus is with EMG method detected as constant involuntary tetanic pre-activation. 
However, this activation is very low and signal-to-noise ratio is small, therefore measuring this 
activation with EMG method is inappropriate, namely, we cannot distinguish between the signal 
and the noise. Along with muscle tonus go some other occurrences such as: micro injuries, muscle 
fatigue, etc. Therefore the expression stiffness instead of tonus will be used. Already in 1898 
Sherrington demonstrated a so-called stretch reflex – meaning, that passive muscle stretch leads to 
appearance of APs in order to shorten the stretched muscle to its original length.  
 
For measuring muscle tonus only a few methods are known beside EMG. On worth mentioning is 
the myotonometer (Neurogenic Technologies®, Inc.), which enables direct measurement of muscle 
tonus, muscle stiffness, muscle hardness, muscle strength and spasticity 
(http://www.neurogenic.com). Myotonometric method is non-invasive and is based on measuring 
muscle softness with pressing on its belly. The greater the resistance with respect to the sensor 
pressure, the greater the muscle tonus. Myotonometric method was evaluated with a study on 
spastic subject (Charles et al., 2001), where myotonometer was proved as reliable measuring tool 
for spastic muscles. 
 
Muscle stiffness is defined as the stiffness of the muscle-tendon complex and is measured as a 
muscle’s passive resistance to stretching. However, actual tendon stiffness is in no connection with 
actual muscle stiffness (muscle fibres) (Kubo et al., 2001). 
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3. Materials and methods 
 

3.1. Sample of participants 
 
According to the protocol 15 healthy right-handed male subjects were measured. Their personal 
and anthropometrical data are presented in Table 3.1. One criterion required subjects not to 
perform any special physical activity with their hands (on daily basis), another (criterion) set 
limitation for skin fold above the m. BB and m. BR (only up to 7 mm), otherwise it affects TMG 
measurements. All subjects were acquainted with measuring protocol prior to measurements and 
all of them successfully performed a warm up in form of learning how to perform MVC.  
 

Subject’s 
code 

AG / 
years 

BH / 
cm 

BW / 
kg 

KGBB / 
mm 

KGBR / 
mm 

KGTB / 
mm 

lupper arm 
/ cm 

lforearm / 
cm 

UZ 22 181 80 2.5 3 4 36 26 
US 27 184 85 2.6 3.5 5 36.5 26.5 
TH 30 183 95 5 5 6.8 35 28 
MV 26 176 86 6.5 5 7.5 34.5 26 
SO 23 187 83 3.7 4 5.3 38 27 
GP 22 175 72 3 3.8 3.5 36 26.5 
PZ 20 184 90 3.5 4 5 37 26.5 
ZJ 19 188 76 4 4 6.4 37 28 
AK 20 186 75 4.2 5 6.8 35 26.5 
UM 23 181 72 3.5 4 5.5 35.5 28.5 
PJ 27 171 78 5 5 13.5 33.5 25 
PM 25 179 73 3.1 3.8 6 34 26 
MA 24 188 75 4.6 4.2 7.5 38 26.5 
MB 28 193 110 5 6.5 10.5 39 29.5 
JZ 20 189 76 2.7 2.9 3.8 35.5 29 

Mean 23.73 183 81.7 3.93 4.25 6.47 36.03 27.03 
± SD 3.35 5.94 10.43 1.13 0.92 2.63 1.56 1.27 

Table 3.1: Anthropometrical and personal data on 15 subjects. AG – subject’s age, BH – body height, BW 
– body weight, KGBB – skin fold over BB belly, KGBR – skin fold over BR belly and KGTB – skin 
fold over TB belly. Values are presented as means ± SD. 

 
 

3.2. Measured muscles 
 
In order to investigate the connection between TMG method and torque measurement we selected 
muscles, which do not have many synergist muscles and have in the past been subject of different 
studies. Three muscles were selected  – in human: elbow flexor muscles BB and BR (Figure 3.1) 
in toad: m. gastrocnemius (GAST) (Figure 3.2). Toad GAST was selected for the purpose of 
studying geometrical changes during contraction and evaluation of both methods. 
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Figure 3.1: Anatomy of upper arm with four 

marked flexor muscles (adopted from Putz and 
Pabst, 2001). 

Figure 3.2: Toad (Bufo Bufo) gastrocnemius and 
distal tendon. 

m. gastrocnemius 
 
tendon 

 
 
M. biceps brachii (Figure 3.1) 
Muscle biceps brachii is a double head muscle (one longer and one shorter head), double joint 
muscle (elbow and shoulder joint), with two origos (longer head – tuberculum supraglenoidale 
and labrum glenoidale, shorter head – apex of proc. coracoideus) and common distal tendon with 
two insertia  (tuborisitas radii and aponeurosis musculi bicipitis brachii to fascia antebrachii). M. 
BB is in function of abductor (longer head), adductor (shorter head), medial rotation plus shoulder 
joint flexion and elbow flexion plus lateral rotation (supination). Muscle fibres are arranged 
parallelly from origo towards insertio, pennation angle is 0 rad. 
 
M. brachioradialis (Figure 3.1) 
Muscle brachioradialis is single head muscle, single joint muscle (elbow joint) with single origo 
(margo lateralis humeri, septum intermusculare brachii laterale) and single insertio (proc. 
styloideus radii). M. BR functions as flexor muscle, enables medial (pronation) and lateral rotation 
of elbow joint. Muscle fibres are arranged parallelly from origo towards insertio, pennation angle 
is 0 rad. 
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3.3. Measurement procedure 
 

3.3.1. Maximal voluntary contraction 
 
Subjects performed four exercises – in first two they try to perform MVC in second two ballistic 
MVC (achieving MVC as fast as possible). Only two larger values were chosen. For torque 
measurements sensor as described in appendix A was used, moment arm was defined prior to 
measurements. Subject’s forearm was lying in a brace with a handle at the end. To prevent the 
coactivation of wrist flexor muscles, the handle was placed before the wrist. Left hand palm was in 
supination in order to create the same measuring set-up as in case of electrically evoked 
contraction. 
 
 

3.3.2. Measuring electrically evoked torque 
 
Elbow torque was measured with force sensor as described in appendix B, with moment arm of 
25.7 cm ± 1.33 cm. Multiplying both results in elbow torque. Sensor was attached just before the 
wrist, approximately at the end of ulna bone (Figures 3.3. and 3.4.). In order to provide the most 
effective position for BR and satisfactory for BB, palm was in partial supination. Sensor’s output 
presented input for differential amplifier (appendix E). Amplifier’s output was sampled using 
specific software and the input/output card (appendix F), incorporated in a PC (appendix H). To be 
able to detect the synchronization signal of 0.2 ms, we had to use sampling frequency of 10 kHz. 
 
Muscle’s responses to single pulse and to pulse-train are referred to as longitudinal twitch and 
longitudinal tetanus, respectively. 
 
 

3.3.3. Measuring electrically evoked muscle belly displacement 
 
For muscles BB and BR transverse deformation of their bellies was monitored using TMG 
method. Measuring point was defined as a point of maximal muscle belly displacement detected 
with palpation during voluntary elbow flexion. After placing the self-adhesive surface electrodes 
onto the muscle belly, location of measuring point was checked again using electrical stimulation 
instead of voluntary contraction. Displacement sensor was positioned perpendicularly to the 
tangential plane on the largest area above the muscle belly with its tip in measuring point. For BB 
measuring point was located in the middle of the humerus bone and in the middle sagittal plane of 
the shorter head (Figure 3.3). For BR measuring point was located at 30 % proximally according 
to length of ulna bone in the middle sagittal plane of the muscle (Figure 3.4). 
 
Displacement sensor output signals are two digital pulse trains (TTL level), with phase shift with 
respect to direction of displacement. Pulse trains were sent through counters. Their contents were 
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read through PC parallel interface after 1 kHz sampling. TMG response is displacement of muscle 
belly in time domain (displacement vs. time). 
 

  
Figure 3.3: Force sensor, displacement sensor and 
stimulation electrodes position for measurement on 

m. BB at elbow angle of 1.75 rad.  

Figure 3.4: Force sensor, displacement sensor and 
stimulation electrodes position for measurement on 

m. BR at elbow angle of 1.75 rad. 

 
 
Muscle’s responses to single pulse and to pulse-train are referred to as transverse twitch and 
transverse tetanus (or transverse tetanic response), respectively. 
. 
 
 

3.3.4. Placing stimulation electrodes 
 
Two pairs of self-adhesive stimulating electrodes (of 50 mm diameter) were used (AxelGaard, 
Pals) for bipolar electrical stimulation. With respect to measuring point cathode was placed 5 cm 
distally, anode was placed 5 cm proximally (Figures 3.3. and 3.4). Electrodes were stacked on to 
the muscle prior to measurement and removed after all measurements have been carried out.  
 

3.3.5. Measuring muscle stiffness 
 
For we could not perform stiffness measurements with myotonometer, we have upgraded our 
displacement sensor with attaching a spacer to its end (Figure 5.5). Spacer served as reference 
point when measuring the depth of transverse deformation (Dv) of the displacement sensor “into” 
the measured muscle (Figure 5.6). Muscle stiffness was defined as reciprocal to parameter Dv. The 
bigger the Dv, the less stiff the muscle. With each subject Dv measurements were performed for 
both muscles at all angles. Dv measurements were performed on the TMG measuring point. For 
lower variability measurements were repeated three times, average value was calculated and used 
in further data processing. Based on investigation of Dv’s influence on measuring point we placed 
the spacer 2.5 cm distant to sensor. 
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Figure 3.5: Displacement sensor with the spacer. Figure 3.6: Muscle stiffness measuring principle 

and definition of parameter Dv. 

 
 

3.3.6. Collecting anthropometrical data 
 
For all three selected muscles (in resting phase and while performing MVC) the circumference of 
upper arm and forearm was measured with tape measure. For all four elbow angles circumference 
and skin fold were measured on the measuring point. The length of the humerus bone was 
measured with tape measure starting at the end of clavicula, ending at epicondylus medialis. The 
length of the ulna bone was also measured with tape measure starting at olecranon, ending at proc. 
styloideus ulnae. Skin fold was measured with calliper. 
 
 

3.3.7. Measuring responses of isolated muscle under in vitro conditions 
 
In order to perform reliable validation of measuring results from human BB and BR, some 
measurements on isolated toad GAST were carried out. Muscles were isolated (Figures 3.7 and 
3.8) and on proximal end attached to the surface. Measurement set-up is presented in Figure 3.8. 
Distal end of the muscle (either at the end of muscle belly or at the end of the tendon) was attached 
to force sensor as shown in appendix C (and so the muscle or the muscle-tendon complex was 
observed – Figure 3.7). Prior to either of measuring procedures the same length of muscle belly 
was assured. 
Displacement sensor was placed on the thicker part of the belly (appendix D). Both sensors’ 
outputs were sampled using differential amplifier (appendixs H and E). Protocols A and B were 
carried out on four GASTs of two toads. In vitro measuring results are given in sixth and seventh 
chapter, where some typical responses of one measured muscle are presented. In order create 
geometrical model of muscle contraction, photographs of muscle geometry were taken during the 
measurement. 
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Figure 3.7: Toad GAST: muscle-tendon complex 

(a) and muscle only (b). Measurement set-up: 
displacement sensor position, stimulation 

electrodes position, joint fixation (on the right), 
force sensor attachment (on the left). 

Figure 3.8: Measuring equipment for in vitro 
measurements on toad GAST. 

a.) 

b.) 

 
 

3.4. Protocols 
 

3.4.1. Preparing subjects for measurement procedure 
 
Prior to measurement procedure each subject performed stretch of elbow flexor muscles, which 
was followed by procedure of learning how to perform a MVC and ballistic MVC. Each trial was 
repeated up to five times. After five-minute pause measurement protocol was carried out, 
beginning with settling subject into adjustable measuring chair (appendix J): 
Subject’s hip joint was flexed to 1.92 rad (0 rad corresponds to completely extended hip joint), 
upper arm placed parallel to the body, forearm position was being changed according to the 
protocol-defined elbow angle. Subject’s head was resting on a supporting pad, hip and shoulder 
joints were fixed in order to assure isometric conditions and prevent any other parts of the body 
from moving and thus affecting measuring results. Prior to measurement anthropometrical data 
was collected. 
  
To eliminate the possible repeated-measurement error, we have chosen the elbow joint angle 
randomly out of four values: 1.75, 1.40, 1.05 and 0.70 rad (0 rad indicates complete extension of 
elbow joint). For each angle each subject performed MVC and ballistic MVC, the circumference 
of upper arm and forearm was measured as previously described and stiffness of m. BB and m. BR 
was measured. Further, protocols A and B were carried out using electrical stimulation.  
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3.4.2. Protocol A 
 
This protocol involved 0.1 Hz pulse-train with pulses of 1 ms and amplitude increasing from 10 
mA up to supramaximal response with increments of 5 mA (Figure 3.9). Contraction threshold 
was with all subjects above 10 mA, supramaximal amplitude was reached after there was no 
increase either in transverse or in longitudinal twitch. 
For applying electrical pulses electrical stimulator was used, as described in appendix I. 
 

3.4.3. Protocol B 
 
Firstly three single pulses of were applied. Afterwards pulse-trains of 2 sec duration and different 
frequencies (10, 20, 50 and 100 Hz) were applied (Figure 3.9). Resting period between pulse-trains 
enabled measured muscle to rest and recover, no fatigue occurred. After a series of pulse-trains 
again three single pulses of were applied. Pulse width and amplitude remained unchanged: 
supramaximal amplitude was determined at 50 Hz, pulses of 0.2 ms were used. Stimulation 
frequency of 100 Hz was used as control-frequency for checking the supramaximal amplitude, 
while the three lower frequencies were selected on the basis of muscle physiology. 
 
 

3.5. Data processing 
 
Displacement sensor output is of digital kind and resistant to random noise, therefore it can be 
automatically processed. Torque measuring results are of analogue kind, including also the noise, 
which was in case of week contractions quite disturbing. In order to perform automatic processing 
additional filtering was needed: firstly averaging was applied, further both-way digital low-
frequency filter (25 Hz) without phase shift was applied. Butterworth’s coefficients (5. order) of 
the filter used in data processing are presented in Equation 3.1. 
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Synchronization of both responses was performed on the basis of common stimulating signal 
 
For both twitches maximal amplitude was observed and four time parameters were defined (Td, 
Tc, Ts, and Tr) (Figure 3.10). For tetanic response (protocol B) maximal amplitude was observed 
and indicated DTMG and Dtorque or we used a common name Dtetanus. 
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Figure 3.9: Graphical presentation of both measuring protocols. Upper figure illustrates increasing 

stimulation amplitude (protocol A), lower figure illustrates increasing stimulation frequency and 
single (control) twitches (protocol B). 

 
 

 
Figure 3.10: Parameter definition is the same for transverse (TMG) and longitudinal (torque) 

twitch. Maximal twitch amplitude: Dm or Dtwitch. Delay time (Td): 0 – do 10 % Dm, contraction 
time (Tc): 10 – 90 % Dm, sustain time (Ts): >50 % Dm and half relaxation time (Tr) 90 – 50 % 

Dm. 
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3.6. Statistical analysis 
 
For performing statistical analysis we employed first order statistical methods (average values and 
standard deviations), methods for testing hypotheses (correlation between observed parameters, 
variance analysis) and data normalizing for joint processing and presentation of measured data. A 
level of p<0.05 was selected to indicate statistical significance. Matlab 5.3 statistical toolbox (The 
MathWorks, Inc.), statistical functions in Microsoft® Excel 2000 (Microsoft Corporation) and 
some other tools were used. 
 
For the purpose of modelling we used some optimisation methods and Matlab Simulink together 
with Matlab Neural Network Based System Identification (The MathWorks, Inc). 
 
 

3.7. Modelling skeletal muscle 
 
 

3.7.1. Geometrical modelling  
 
For the purpose of geometrical modelling universal muscle shape was used, for there are not two 
muscles of the same kind (architecture, geometrical properties...). We have chosen geometry of 
toad GAST, which is a single head muscle with one tendon at each end. Proximal tendon is very 
short, because the muscle is attached to the bone with aponeurosis and fascia. Distal tendon is 
approximately 2 cm long and was used for setting up a muscle-tendon complex.  
 

3.7.2. Neural network modelling 
 
Prior to creating a hybrid model of GAST we want to make sure there is a connection between 
longitudinal and transverse response. For this purpose muscle was stimulated with pseudo random 
stimulation of 20 sec duration. Pause intervals ranged from 0.05 and 2 sec, frequencies ranged 
from 0.5 to 20 Hz. TMG response and force were monitored. 
Neural network architecture was selected with respect to noise in both responses and with respect 
to the output of learning procedure. Finally, a second order non-linear system with twice delayed 
input and output was chosen (Figure 3.11). TMG response was used as the input signal; the output 
signal was in a form of a modelled muscle force exertion (F). Model architecture was determined 
with nine neurons for the input and one neuron for the output (Figure 3.11). Learning procedure 
was performed on a pair of responses muscle belly displacement-muscle force and lasted as long 
as maximal number of iterations was achieved (300). The efficiency of learning process was tested 
on three pairs of responses taken from toad GAST. 
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Figure 3.11: Neural network architecture used for force modelling. Input data: muscle belly response, 

force response. Output data: force response. 

 
 

3.7.3. Hybrid modelling 
 
Using digital camera we have taken photographs from relaxed and contracted toad GAST during 
isotonic and isometric contractions. Along with the muscle there was a metric scale, which helped 
us evaluating the changes in longitudinal and transverse dimensions of muscle belly. Geometrical 
rotational shape was selected for modelling skeletal muscle. It was dimensioned according to 
measured muscle volume, which finally lead to relationship between muscle belly thickening and 
tendon elongation. 
 
Different courses of longitudinal and transverse twitches occur due to hysteresis describing 
relationship between passive muscle stretch and contraction. For describing this passive 
characteristic (muscle force-tendon length) mechanical model was used.  
 
For fast contracting muscles a TMG response reaches its maximal value in form of quite sharp 
peak. In order to give an explanation for that phenomenon we looked for contractile parameters for 
isolated type I and type II muscle fibres from the literature. We used this data with model in order 
to find key factors, which cause transformations in transverse and longitudinal direction. 
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4. Results 
 

4.1. Determining optimal elbow angle 
 
At optimal joint angle maximal force is exerted. In this chapter for both muscles (BB and BR) 
optimal elbow angle is determined and relationship between joint angle and contractile properties 
is investigated. 
 
 

4.1.1. MVC and ballistic MVC 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Elbow angle dependency of normalized gradual and ballistic MVC (means ± SD). 

 
Using force sensor, placed at a distance of 26.67 cm ± 1.53 cm from elbow joint axis, MVC and 
ballistic MVC was measured. Measured values for MVC ranged from 53.53 Nm to 120.62 Nm 
(average MVC 73.27 Nm ± 20.24 Nm) values for ballistic MVC ranged from 37.72 Nm to 108.53 
Nm (average ballistic MVC 70.02 Nm ± 16.89 Nm). MVC and ballistic MVC were significantly 
maximal at angles of 1.75 and 1.4 rad, as shown in Figure 4.1. Subjects, who produced stronger 
MVC, also produced stronger ballistic MVC, which is confirmed with statistically significant 
positive correlation. 
 

4.1.2. Transverse and longitudinal twitch 
 
In figure 4.2 protocol A is illustrated with a typical response. It is clearly visible, that transverse 
twitches reach their maximal value faster than longitudinal twitches. Transverse twitch of muscle 
belly and longitudinal force twitch of muscles BB and BR were recorded using TMG method and 
torque measuring method, respectively. 
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Figure 4.2: Protocol A was applied; Longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) twitches in BR at elbow angle of 

1.40arad are shown. 

 
 
DmTMG - Dmtorque relation is a non-linear one and is altered with elbow angle for both m. BB and 
m. BR (Figure 4.3). Coefficients of corresponding models (Equation 4.1) also show the 
dependence on elbow angle (Table 4.1), where y stands for normalized Dmtorque and x stands for 
normalized DmTMG. Relation between both amplitudes is exponential with tendency towards 
linearity at smaller angles. Before processing the series of twitches (Figure 4.2) they were 
normalized according to their maximal value for each muscle and for each elbow angles 
separately.  
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Figure 4.3: Fittings for normalized DmTMG and Dmtorque in BB (a) and BR (b) at different elbow 
angles. 
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In Figure 4.3 relationship between normalized DmTMG and Dmtorque is presented. Again it is clearly 
presented that DmTMG reaches its maximal value faster than Dmtorque. The difference in achieving 
the maximal value is altered according to the level of activation – this is discussed later on. 
  
When observing TMG twitches (Figure 4.4a) we can see the peak approximately 70 ms after the 
stimulation pulse. This phenomenon was detected in case of all subjects. In order to investigate 
this phenomenon the peak-amplitude was defined as the difference between DmTMG and 
displacement at the time at the end of the peak when the relaxation starts. No significant 
correlation was found neither between the peak-amplitude and skin fold, nor between peak-
amplitude and Dv.  
 

Figure 4.4: Protocol A was applied at elbow angle of 1.40 rad; In figures (a) and (c) typical m. 
BB displacement and torque responses are shown, figures (b) and (d) show the same for m. BR. 

Marker “+” indicates 90 % Dm in contraction phase, marker “* “ indicates 50 % Dm in the 
relaxation phase. 

 
 
Dependency of normalized time parameters (of twitches recorded with both TMG and torque 
measuring method) on stimulation amplitude is presented in Figure 4.5. Following conclusions 
were made: 

With increasing stimulation amplitude TdTMG decreases for both muscles and Tdtorque decreases 
only for m. BB; 

• 

• 

• 

• 

With increasing stimulation amplitude TcTMG for both muscles and Tctorque for m. BB firstly 
increase, but start decreasing after 50 % supramaximal displacement was achieved. For m. BR 
parameter Tctorque decreases with increasing stimulation amplitude; 
TsTMG for m. BB decreases until 60 % supramaximal displacement is achieved; for m. BR this 
parameter only decreases with increasing stimulation amplitude. For m. BB Tstorque dynamics 
are opposite to TsTMG, for m. BR dynamics of Tstorque and TsTMG are the same; 
TrTMG and Trtorque decrease until 30 % supramaximal displacement (and torque) is achieved and 
afterwards increase consistently. 
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Figure 4.5: Elbow angle: 1.40 rad; Means ± SD of normalized time parameters are presented; 
Diagrams (a – d) present transverse and longitudinal twitch parameters in m. BB, diagrams (e – h) 

present transverse and longitudinal twitch parameters in m. BR with respect to supramaximal 
twitch amplitude. Afterwards, they were classified into 10 classes according to twitch amplitudes: 

first class – twitch amplitudes between 0 and 10% of supramaximal stimulation, second class – 
twitch amplitudes ranging from 10 to 20 % and so on, up to 100 %. 

 
 
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 present dependence of time parameters for supramaximal twitches (both 
measuring methods) on elbow angle. Each parameter was normalized according to its maximum 
value (values for all four angles were taken into consideration). In order to compare average values 
of observed parameters original (not normalized) values were retained. For diminished elbow 
angle following conclusions were made: 

Muscle BB: • 

• 

٠ TdTMG decreases, Tdtorque increases; for all four angles TdTMG is significantly 
smaller than Tdtorque; 

٠ TcTMG decreases, Tctorque increases up to 1.05 rad and decreases for the angle of 
0.70 rad; for all four angles TcTMG is significantly smaller than Tctorque; 

٠ Both TsTMG and Tstorque decrease; for all four angles TsTMG is (insignificantly) 
smaller than Tstorque; 

٠ When elbow angle is diminished from 1.75 rad to 1.40 rad TrTMG increases, and 
decreases with further angle diminishing; Trtorque decreases consistently; for all four 
angles TrTMG is significantly smaller than Trtorque. 

Muscle BR: 
٠ Except for the angle of 0.70 rad TdTMG remains unchanged; Tdtorque decreases 

consistently; for all four angles TdTMG is significantly smaller than Tdtorque; 
٠ TcTMG decreases consistently; Tctorque increases at 1.40 rad and further on decreases; 

for all four angles TcTMG is significantly smaller than Tctorque; 
٠ TsTMG decreases consistently; Tstorque increases until the elbow is extended to 1.05 

rad and further on decreases; for all four angles TsTMG is significantly smaller than 
Tstorque; 
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٠ TrTMG and Trtorque both increase at the angle of 1.40 rad and further on decrease; for 
all four angles TrTMG is significantly smaller than Trtorque. 

 
 
When TcTMG and Tctorque of supramaximal twitches were compared following was concluded: for 
m. BR both parameters are significantly smaller than for m. BB, which is also the case for all four 
elbow angles (Table 4.2). 
 

Figure 4.6: Time parameters for supramaximal transverse and longitudinal twitch of m. BB are 
presented; upper row figures display elbow angle dependency of normalized time parameters, 

lower row figures display mean values. 

 
 

Figure 4.7: Time parameters for supramaximal transverse and longitudinal twitch of m. BR are 
presented; upper row figures display elbow angle dependency of normalized time parameters, 

lower row figures display mean values. 
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Muscle TcTMG / ms Tctorque / ms Type I muscle 
fibres / % 

BB 26.42 (± 2.63) 53.15 (± 11.61) a50.5 (b50) 
BR 24.40 (± 2.52) 32.60 (± 6.80) a39.8 (b40) 

Table 4.1: Mean values (± SD) of TcTMG and Tctorque and percentage of type I muscle fibres are given for m. 
BB and m. BR at elbow angle of 1.05 rad. Percentages of type I muscle fibres are adopted from literature 

(aiJohnson, Polgar, Weightman in Appleton, 1973; b Dahmane, Valenčič, Knez in Eržen, 2000). 

 
 

Figure 4.8: Elbow angle dependency of mean normalized (± SD) DmTMG (a) and Dmtorque (b) of 
supramaximal transverse and longitudinal twitch of m. BB. 

 
 
Angle dependent characteristics for averaged and normalized parameters DmTMG and Dmtorque of 
m. BB twitch are dissimilar (Figure 4.8). Both parameters were normalized according to their 
maximum value (values for all four angles were taken into consideration). For angles at 1.05 and 
0.70 rad DmTMG decreased significantly. Dmtorque increases insignificantly when elbow angle is 
diminished. 
 
Angle dependent characteristics for averaged and normalized parameters DmTMG and Dmtorque of 
m. BR twitch are dissimilar (Figure 4.9). Parameter DmTMG decreases significantly when elbow 
angle is diminished, while Dmtorque significantly increases at the angle of 1.40 rad and with further 
angle diminishing significantly decreases to its original value. 
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Figure 4.9: Elbow angle dependency of mean normalized (± SD) DmTMG (a) and Dmtorque (b) of 
supramaximal transverse and longitudinal twitch of m. BR. 

 

4.1.3. Measuring muscle belly stiffness 
 
Preliminary studies (Knez, 2000) revealed DmTMG to be dependent on the initial pressure when 
sensor tip is pressed against the skin above the measured muscle. In order to perform statistical 
evaluation, Dv for each subject was normalized according to its maximal value regardless of the 
joint angle at which this maximum was measured. Following was noticed: when elbow angle was 
being decreased, Dv was decreasing, too. This decrease was statistically significant for m. BR and 
insignificant for m. BB (Figure 4.10). 
 
When parameters DmTMG and Dv were joined into one parameter, which was then compared for 
both muscles, positive correlation was calculated (r = 0.53), (Figure 4.11). In case of separate 
observations no correlation was found, meaning that parameter Dv is not the only one having 
influence on DmTMG. 
 

 
Figure 4.10: Elbow angle dependency of mean normalized (± SD) Dv in both measured muscles. 
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Figure 4.11: Statistically significant correlation between supramaximal DmTMG and Dv, linear 

trend. N = 15, measured muscles: m. BB and m. BR, elbow angle: 1.40 rad. 

 
 
When muscle stiffness was taken into consideration (dividing DmTMG by Dv), the DmTMG/DV-joint 
angle dependency was calculated and is presented in Figure 4.12. Muscle BB’s stiffness does not 
affect the belly displacement-muscle length characteristic, which is not the case for m. BR, where 
maximum is reached at the angle of 1.05 rad. 
 

Figure 4.12: Elbow angle dependency of mean (± SD) normalized quotient DmTMG/Dv for 
transverse twitch of m. BB (a) and m. BR (b). 

 
 

4.1.4. Transverse and longitudinal tetanic responses 
 
Results of the B protocol are tetanic responses to 2-second-pulse-trains of different frequencies, 
preceded and followed by three single control pulses. Figure 4.13 illustrates responses of both 
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measuring methods to B protocol. Following was observed: response amplitude increases with 
pulse-train frequency, the three twitches at the end of the protocol are bigger than those at the 
beginning. In Figure 4.14 some tetanic responses as well as control twitches are presented in detail 
and it is possible to see that responses at 10 and 20 Hz are still unfused. 
  

 
Figure 4.13: Protocol B applied in m. BB at elbow angle of 1.40 rad. Upper figure: torque 

response, lower figure: TMG response (muscle belly displacement). 

 

 
Figure 4.14: Torque response (upper figure) and muscle belly response (lower figure) of m. BR at 
elbow angle of 1.40 rad. Figures in the middle: detailed presentation of single twitches before and 

after protocol B as well as tetanic responses of protocol B. 
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Figure 4.15: Transverse tetanic responses of muscle belly (a) and longitudinal tetanic torque 

responses (b) of m. BR at elbow angle of 1.75 rad with common time axis (stacked). 

 
 
In Figure 4.15 time scale for different responses was unified. At 20 Hz we can still see the unfused 
tetanus, at higher frequencies muscle fibres’ contraction and relaxation can no longer follow and 
response is called the fused tetanus. In Figure 4.15 another typical phenomenon can be observed: 
saturation of transverse tetanic response, which occurs sooner than in case of longitudinal 
response. 
In Figure 4.16 frequency dependency of following parameters is presented: average normalized 
values of Dtwitch and Dtetanus, control twitches at the beginning of the B protocol and tetanic 
responses. These characteristics are called: force-frequency, torque-frequency and displacement-
frequency characteristic. In Figure 4.16 both muscles and all four angles are comprised. 
Displacement-frequency characteristic for m. BB: when elbow angle is diminished, slope 
coefficient of the characteristic diminishes. Torque-frequency characteristic is not joint-angle 
dependent. Displacement-frequency characteristic for m. BR: when elbow angle is diminished and 
frequencies of 20 or 50 Hz is applied, amplitude of transverse tetanic response decreases. 
 
Frequency marked as fh, is the frequency needed for achieving 50 % supramaximal Dtetanus. When 
elbow angle is diminished, fh decreases for both muscles.  
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Figure 4.16: Torque-frequency and displacement-frequency characteristics in m. BB (a – d) and 
m.iBR (e – h) at different elbow angles ((a) and (e) – 1.75, (b) and f – 1.40, (c) and (g) – 1.05, (d) 

and (h) – 0.70 rad). “D” stands for both – Dtwitch and Dtetanus.  

 
 
In Figure 4.17 two characteristics are presented: torque-frequency and displacement-frequency. 
The differences were quantitatively evaluated with models as described with Equation 4.1. 
Coefficients of best-fitting models are given in Table 4.3. These coefficients inform us about 
characteristics’ angle dependency. In data processing and presentation of given characteristics only 
frequencies between 10 and 100 Hz were taken into account. For each subject and each elbow 
angle measuring results of B protocol were normalized according to their maximal values. 
 

 
Figure 4.17: Modelled and normalized displacement-frequency (a and b) and torque-frequency (c and d) 
characteristics are plotted. Characteristics were measured in m. BB (a and c) and m. BR (b and d) at given 

elbow angles. Model parameters are given in Table 4.3. 

 
 
Since no correlation between characteristics torque-length and displacement-length for protocol A 
was calculated (Figures 4.8 and 4.9), we investigated correlation between characteristics 
describing amplitudes of tetanic responses for protocol B. For all four tetanic responses and for 
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each elbow angle maximal amplitudes DTMG and Dtorque were selected. Furthermore these 
amplitudes were normalized according to maximal amplitude of all four angles. We concluded that 
characteristics of tetanic response amplitudes (Figures 4.18 and 4.19) feature similar dynamics as 
characteristics of twitch amplitudes (Figures 4.8 and 4.9). 
 

Figure 4.18: Elbow angle dependency of mean (± SD) normalized profiles for DTMG (a) and Dtorque 
(b) for transverse and longitudinal tetanic responses of m. BB. 

 
 

Figure 4.19: Elbow angle dependency of mean (± SD) normalized profiles for DTMG (a) and Dtorque 
(b) for transverse and longitudinal tetanic responses of m. BR. 
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Figure 4.20: Elbow angle dependency of mean (± SD) normalized quotient DmTMG/Dv for 
transverse tetanic responses of m. BB (a) and m. BR (b). 

 
 
As we have for transverse twitches (Figure 4.12), we presented the DTMG/DV-joint angle relation 
for transverse tetanic responses as well. Normalization was performed in the same manner as 
normalization of data presented in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, except for additional division by DV.  
 

4.2. Twitch-tetanus ratio 
 
Twitch-tetanus ratio is ratio between amplitudes of twitch response and of tetanic response 
(Dtwitchi-iDtetanus) and was observed for TMG measurements as well as for torque measurements. 
This ratio informs us about connective tissue (SE and PE) properties and muscle force exertion, 
with respect to number of restored cross bridges. For calculating the twitch-tetanus ratio we 
divided the amplitude of supramaximal twitch (Dmtwitch) measured in protocol A by the amplitude 
of supramaximal tetanic response Dmtetanus measured in protocol B. The quotient is called the 
amplitudes ratio. 
 
When compared to m. BB, m. BR amplitudes ratio is smaller for displacement as well as for 
torque, (Figures 4.21 and 4.22). Correlation between both amplitudes (Dmtwitch and Dmtetanus) was 
statistically significant only for muscle belly displacement (not for torque) of m. BB at all four 
angles (Figure 4.21 and Table 4.4). For m. BR this correlation was also positive, but insignificant 
(Tables 4.4 and 4.5). 
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Figure 4.21: Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio for displacement measurement (a) and torque measurement (b) in 
m. BB is presented. Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio for displacement measurement expresses statistically 

significant linear trend (equation is printed in the lower right corner of the figure on the left). In 
the upper left corners mean values for Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio are printed. 

 
 

Figure 4.22: Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio for displacement measurement (a) and torque measurement (b) in 
m. BR is presented. In the upper left corners mean values for Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio are printed. 

 
 

Muscle Angle / rad Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio (± SD) r 
1.75 1.07 ± 0.30 0.63* 
1.40 1.21 ± 0.39 0.57* 
1.05 1.45 ± 0.58 0.54* 

BB 

0.70 1.61 ± 0.59 0.67* 
1.75 0.47 ± 0.15 0.46 
1.40 0.47 ± 0.13 0.47 
1.05 0.52 ± 0.16 0.50 BR 

0.70 0.64 ± 0.21 0.50 

Tabela 4.1: Elbow angle dependency of Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio for m. BB and m. BR belly displacement is 
given. For both amplitudes correlation coefficient (r) and statistical significance (*) based on Student (n–2) 

statistical test were calculated. 
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Muscle Angle / rad Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio (± SD) r 

1.75 0.45 ± 0.23 0.05 
1.40 0.52 ± 0.23 0.16 
1.05 0.50 ± 0.27 0.33 

BB 

0.70 0.51 ± 0.25 -0.05 
1.75 0.35 ± 0.17 0.16 
1.40 0.47 ± 0.24 -0.08 
1.05 0.35 ± 0.19 0.26 BR 

0.70 0.52 ± 0.33 0.13 

Table 4.3: Elbow angle dependency of Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio for m. BB and m. BR torque response is given. 
For both amplitudes correlation coefficient (r) and statistical significance (*) based on Student (n–2) 

statistical test were calculated. 

 
 
When only protocol B was investigated, Dmtwitch was supramaximal amplitude of one twitch out of 
three (prior to tetanic stimulation), Dmtetanus remained supramaximal amplitude of tetanic response. 
For this purpose the quotient is indicated DmtwitchB1i-iDtetanus. For this ratio following findings are 
presented: for diminishing joint angle ratio DmtwitchB1i-iDtetanus increases for both muscles and for 
both methods (Tables 4.4 and 4.5).  Correlation between both amplitudes (DmtwitchB1 and Dmtetanus) 
was statistically significant only for muscle belly displacement (not for torque) for both muscles at 
both angles (Table 4.4). No correlation in case of torque measurement was calculated (Table 4.5). 
In figures 4.23 and 4.24 these correlations are presented. When elbow is extended from 1.70 rad to 
0.70 rad DmtwitchB1i-iDtetanus ratio increases for 70 % (m. BB) and 42 % (m. BR) for displacement 
measurements. In case of torque measurements this ratio increases for 60 % (m. BB) and 200 % 
(m. BR). 
 

Figure 4.23: DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio for displacement measurement (a) and torque measurement (b) 
in m. BB is presented. Both characteristics expresses statistically significant linear trend (equation 

is printed in the lower right corner of the figures). In the upper left corners mean values for 
DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio are printed. 
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Figure 4.24: DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio for displacement measurement (a) and torque measurement (b) 
in m. BR is presented. Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio for displacement measurement expresses statistically 
significant linear trend (equation is printed in the lower right corner of the figure on the left). In 

the upper left corners mean values for Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio are printed. 

 
 
For torque measurements (both muscles, all angles) statistically significant correlation between 
DmtwitchB1-Dmtetanus ratio and DmtwitchB1 was calculated. The same correlation was calculated for 
displacement measurements and it proved statistically significant for m. BR at all angles and for 
m. BR at only one angle of 1.70 rad. Graphs in Figure 4.25 demonstrate typical dependencies for 
m. BR. One more relation is noticeable: muscles with smaller DmtwitchB1 of transverse and 
longitudinal twitch present also smaller DmtwitchB1-Dmtetanus ratio. 
 
 
 

Muscle Angle / rad DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio (± SD) r 
1.75 0.44 ± 0.11 0.92* 
1.40 0.55 ± 0.16 0.82* 
1.05 0.65 ± 0.16 0.87* 

BB 

0.70 0.75 ± 0.24 0.70* 
1.75 0.19 ± 0.07 0.70* 
1.40 0.19 ± 0.07 0.63* 
1.05 0.21 ± 0.06 0.79* BR 

0.70 0.27 ± 0.08 0.76* 

Table 4.4: Elbow angle dependency of DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio for m. BB and m. BR belly displacement is 
given. For both amplitudes correlation coefficient (r) and statistical significance (*) based on Student (n-2) 

statistical test were calculated. 
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Muscle Angle / rad DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio (± SD) r 
1.75 0.10 ± 0.07 0.51* 
1.40 0.11 ± 0.07 0.24 
1.05 0.14 ± 0.07 0.25 

BB 

0.70 0.16 ± 0.08 0.27 
1.75 0.05 ± 0.04 -0.10 
1.40 0.06 ± 0.02 0.61* 
1.05 0.11 ± 0.05 0.32 BR 

0.70 0.15 ± 0.07 0.49 

Table 4.5: Elbow angle dependency of DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio for m. BB and m. BR torque response is given. 
For both amplitudes correlation coefficient (r) and statistical significance (*) based on Student (n-2) 

statistical test were calculated. 

 
 

Figure 4.25: DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio and DtwitchB1 dependency is presented. Measurements of 
transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) twitch of m. BR were carried out at elbow angle of 1.75 rad. 

 
 
 
In Figure 4.26 relations between amplitudes and parameter Tc for both measuring methods are 
presented. No statistically significant correlation was calculated. Positive correlation between 
Dtetanus and Tc was calculated at all angles and for transverse and longitudinal response. Negative 
correlation between DmtwitchB1-Dmtetanus ratio and Tc was calculated for both transverse and 
longitudinal response. 
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Figure 4.26: Dtetanus- TcTMG dependency for transverse tetanic response of m. BB is presented in 
figure (a). Normalized Dtetanus- TcTMG dependency for transverse tetanic response of m. BB is 

presented in figure (b). In figure (c) Dtetanus- Tctorque dependency for longitudinal tetanic response of 
m. BB is presented. Elbow angle: 1.40 rad. 

 
 

4.3. Post-tetanic potentiation 
 
After first and second series of twitches in protocol B was compared, differences were observed, 
which indicate post-tetanic potentiation of responses (Figure 4.27). 
 
Coefficient indicating intensity of post-tetanic potentiation was calculated as quotient between 
amplitude of the twitch after protocol B (DtwitchB2) and amplitude of the twitch before protocol B 
(DtwitchB1).  
 
Parameters of transverse twitches before and after protocol B differed significantly: time 
parameters significantly decreased, amplitude significantly increased for both muscles and at all 
angles. In case of torque measurements, differences of time parameters show similar trend, but are 
not statistically significant (Table 4.6). Amplitudes of longitudinal twitches before and after 
protocol B differ significantly for both muscles and at all angles. 
 

Figure 4.27: Figures show potentiation of transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) twitch of m. BR at 
elbow angle of 1.75 rad. Post-tetanic potentiation affected twitch amplitude as well as twitch time 

parameters, which are printed on both figures. 
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Figure 4.28: Coefficient of amplitude potentiation (DtwitchB2/DtwitchB1) in longitudinal twitch is 

plotted against amplitude of longitudinal twitch of m. BB before protocol B, at elbow angle of 0.70 
rad. Linear trend of the model is shown and correlation coefficient is given. 

 

 

Figure 4.29: Potentiation (DtwitchB2/DtwitchB1) of longitudinal twitch amplitude is plotted against 
DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio. Torque measurements were carried out in m. BB at elbow angle of 0.70 rad. 

Linear trend of the model is shown and correlation coefficient is given. 

 
 
For muscle BR twitches before and after protocol B (at all angles) following was observed: 
statistically significant increase in DmTMG, Dmtorque, Tstorque in Trtorque statistically significant 
decrease in TcTMG as well as Tctorque. 
 
For both m. BB and m. BR more statistically significant changes were observed:  

Potentiation of TsTMG and TrTMG is in m. BR higher than in m. BB (at 1.40 rad); • 
• Potentiation of TsTMG, TrTMG in Tdtorque is in m. BR lower than in m. BB (at 0.70 rad). 
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Comparison of twitch and tetanic responses of protocol B revealed more intensive amplitude 
potentiation for muscles of smaller DtwitchB1-Dtetanus (Figure 4.29) ratio and smaller DtwitchB1 (Figure 
4.28).  In Table 4.7 comparison of potentiation coefficients and amplitudes of transverse and 
longitudinal twitches before protocol B are given. Comparison is statistically evaluated (Table 
4.7). 
 

Muscle Response Angle / 
rad 

Normalized 
Td 

Normalized 
Tc 

Normalized 
Ts 

Normalized 
Tr 

Normalized 
Dm 

1.75 0.88 (± 0.06)* 0.79 (± 0.18)* 0.70 (± 0.14)* 0.74 (± 0.23)* 1.35 (± 0.33)* 

1.40 0.87 (± 0.07)* 0.81 (± 0.10)* 0.74 (± 0.14)* 0.78 (± 0.27)* 1.30 (± 0.26)* 

1.05 0.87 (± 0.06)* 0.86 (± 0.11)* 0.64 (± 0.21)* 0.63 (± 0.32)* 1.06 (± 0.05)* 

D
isplacem

ent 0.70 0.85 (± 0.06)* 0.88 (± 0.11)* 0.55 (± 0.18)* 0.46 (± 0.27)* 1.21 (± 0.21)* 

1.75 0.89 (± 0.13)* 0.82 (± 0.23)* 0.91 (± 0.13)* 1.12 (± 0.62) 1.71 (± 0.78)* 
1.40 0.96 (± 0.09) 0.88 (± 0.28)* 0.90 (± 0.11)* 1.07 (± 0.53) 1.34 (± 0.36)* 
1.05 0.95 (± 0.10)* 0.88 (± 0.19)* 0.94 (± 0.15) 1.25 (± 0.41)* 1.24 (± 0.33)* 

BB 

T
orque 

0.70 0.92 (± 0.07)* 0.88 (± 0.32)* 0.98 (± 0.16) 1.11 (± 0.25) 1.28 (± 0.29)* 

1.75 0.87 (± 0.10)* 0.84 (± 0.08)* 0.59 (± 0.18)* 0.58 (± 0.22)* 2.23 (± 0.73)* 

1.40 0.87 (± 0.10)* 0.83 (± 0.07)* 0.57 (± 0.12)* 0.55 (± 0.25)* 2.60 (± 0.67)* 

1.05 0.88 (± 0.12)* 0.87 (± 0.06)* 0.61 (± 0.08)* 0.61 (± 0.22)* 2.49 (± 0.38)* 

D
isplacem

ent 0.70 0.87 (± 0.13)* 0.89 (± 0.06)* 0.67 (± 0.12)* 0.70 (± 0.21)* 2.27 (± 0.49)* 

1.75 1.01 (± 0.18) 0.94 (± 0.36) 0.82 (± 0.22)* 0.85 (± 0.45)* 3.43 (± 2.05)* 

1.40 1.01 (± 0.13) 0.99 (± 0.18) 0.79 (± 0.13)* 0.83 (± 0.41)* 2.89 (± 1.10)* 

1.05 0.99 (± 0.07) 0.96 (± 0.16) 0.82 (± 0.13)* 0.76 (± 0.21)* 2.38 (± 0.80)* 

BR 

T
orque 

0.70 1.01 (± 0.10) 0.88 (± 0.12)* 0.83 (± 0.17)* 0.83 (± 0.41)* 1.80 (± 0.53)* 

Table 4.6: Mean normalized coefficients (± SD) of post-tetanically potentiated parameters. Statistically 
significant changes are marked with “*”. 

 
 

Muscle Angle / rad

Correlation between coefficient of 
longitudinal twitch amplitude 
potentiation and DtwitchB1 of 

measured torque 

Correlation between coefficient of 
transverse twitch amplitude 
potentiation and DtwitchB1 of 

measured displacement  
1.75 -0.51* -0.57* 
1.40 -0.55* -0.08 
1.05 -0.65* 0.43 

BB 

0.70 -0.59* -0.42 
1.75 -0.57* -0.44 
1.40 -0.50* -0.55* 
1.05 -0.56* -0.47 

BR 

0.70 -0.40 -0.61* 

Table 4.7: Correlations between coefficients of amplitude potentiation and amplitudes of control twitches 
B1 were calculated. Calculations were performed for transverse and longitudinal twitches, for both muscles 

and at all selected elbow angles. Statistically significant correlations are marked with “*”. 
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In Table 4.8 relationships between potentiation coefficients and DwitchB1-Dtetanus ratio are presented 
and statistically evaluated (for both measuring methods – TMG and torque). 
 
 

Muscle Angle / rad 

Correlation between coefficient of 
longitudinal twitch amplitude 

potentiation and DtwitchB1-Dtetanus 
ratio of torque response 

Correlation between coefficient of 
transverse twitch amplitude 

potentiation and DtwitchB1-Dtetanus 
ratio of measured displacement 

1.75 -0.51* -0.64* 
1.40 -0.55* -0.47 
1.05 -0.51* 0.03 

BB 

0.70 -0.59* -0.33 
1.75 -0.66* -0.52* 
1.40 -0.74* -0.46 
1.05 -0.47 -0.62* 

BR 

0.70 -0.65* -0.63* 

Table 4.8: Correlations between coefficients of amplitude potentiation and DtwitchB1-Dtetanus ratios were 
calculated. Calculations were performed for transverse and longitudinal twitches, for both muscles and at 

all selected elbow angles. Statistically significant correlations are marked with “*”.  

 
 

4.4. Skeletal muscle modelling  
 
For the purpose of modelling transverse thickening-longitudinal twitch relation results of in vitro 
measurements were employed (measurements on toad GAST). On the basis on neural network 
firstly, a simple model of responses to random stimulation was created. Further on, geometrical 
muscle belly deformations during contraction and relaxation were measured and mathematical 
function for describing muscle geometry was created. This geometrical model was used as a basis 
for upgrade with modelling muscle’s mechanical properties. 
 
 

4.4.1. Neural network modelling  
 
We used neural network to model belly displacement-muscle force relationship. Input: transverse 
tetanic response and delayed longitudinal tetanic response; output: modelled longitudinal tetanic 
response (Figure 3.11). Neural network learning process was already described (chapter 3.7.2.) and 
is presented in Figure 4.30a. After the learning process was completed, a test response was fitted 
85 % (Figure 4.30a). The efficiency of learning process was tested on three pairs of responses 
taken from toad GAST (Figures 6.30b, c and d), model fitting was 7, 45 and 33 %. 
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Figure 4.30: Output of neural network learning process, which was carried out on basis of 
measured transverse and longitudinal tetanic response (a). Three additional pairs of responses 

were used to verify the rules of neural network (b, c in d). 
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4.4.2. Geometrical model 
 
Digital camera was used to make recordings of the isolated muscle in resting phase and during 
isometric contraction and thus tendon elongation, longitudinal contraction and transverse 
thickening was visualised (Figure 4.31). Muscle was contracted with direct stimulation in form of 
3-second-pulse-train.  
 
In order to define geometrical changes of GAST belly during contraction we have used rotational 
ellipsoid, whose outer contour is defined with parabola (Equation 4.2), where y stands for 
thickness, x for length, o for half-thickness and c half-length of muscle belly. When parabola is 
rotated around x axis, a geometrical body – ellipsoid is created. In order to choose the most 
appropriate parabola we entered our measuring results (dimensions of contracted muscle belly) and 
checked whether the volume of the ellipsoid corresponded to muscle volume (V = 4 cm3) (Figure 
4.31). After our parabola was weighted with exponence α, the volume of the body corresponded to 
muscle volume. The value for α was calculated from volume according to Equation 4.3. During 
isometric and isotonic contraction the value for α was 0.55 and 0.8, respectively. Figure 4.32 
presents two-dimensional elliptical shape of a muscle belly for resting and contracting phase. 
  
Isolated muscle was contracted also isotonically, but only for the purpose of model verification. 
Verification provided acceptable results on model fitting. 
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Figure 4.31: Photographs (a) and (c) show relaxed and isometrically contracted toad GAST, 
respectively. Photographs (b) and (d) show relaxed and isotonically contracted toad GAST, 

respectively. Arrows indicate positions of markers used for monitoring the changes in muscle and 
tendon lengths (Table 4.9). 

a.) b.) 

c.) d.) 

 
 
 

Muscle belly length / mm Tendon length / mm Muscle belly width / mmType of 
contraction Relaxed Contracted Relaxed Contracted Relaxed Contracted

Isometric 26.25 24 9.5 10.5 5.5 6 
Isotonic 26 17.25 5 5.25 6 8.25 

Table 4.9: Changes of muscle belly length and width, and tendon length in toad GAST during isometric 
and isotonic contraction. 
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According to a presumption that muscle belly during contraction thickens in vertical and 
horizontal direction equally, we can conclude that in case of longitudinal shortening times m, 
muscle belly is thickened times m . In this case muscle belly cross-section is circle-shaped, 
which makes this presumption acceptable for this study. The same presumption can be employed 
for ellipse-shaped cross-section. 
 



 

 
Figure 4.32: Two-dimensional geometrical model of relaxed and isometrically contracted toad 
GAST belly. GAST belly shortening occurred due to elongation of tendons and aponeurosis. 
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4.4.3. Mechanical model 
 
When creating the mechanical part of the hybrid model, we included tendon as the most elastic 
component of our system. For this purpose we performed in vitro measurements of transverse and 
longitudinal twitch with and without distal tendon (Figure 3.7) on toad GAST. In Figure 4.33b we 
can see a non-hysteretic relationship between transverse and longitudinal twitch. For the muscle-
tendon complex tendon’s influence over muscle force is noticeable (Figure 4.33c) in form of 
hysteresis (Figure 4.33d).  
 

 
Figure 4.33: Figures (a) and (c) show normalized transverse and longitudinal twitch of toad GAST 
without and with tendon attached to it, respectively. Figures (d) and (b) show hysteretic and non-
hysteretic twitch dynamics (force, displacement) for muscle-tendon complex and muscle with its 

tendon removed. 
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Figure 4.34: Transverse and tetanic response of muscle-tendon complex to random pulse-train. 
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Afterwards, transverse and longitudinal tetanic responses to random pulse-train were processed in 
frequency domain (Figure 4.34). Data processing revealed the same frequency spectrum and no 
shift (zero phase). Similar results were obtained when muscle and muscle-tendon complex were 
compared. Further, the same responses were processed in time-domain: when both groups of 
responses (transverse and longitudinal) were plotted in the same graph hysteresis was more 
obvious for the muscle –tendon complex (Figure 4.35b) than for the muscle only (Figure 4.35b). 
  

Figure 4.35: Figures (a) – muscle without tendon and (b) – muscle tendon complex show how 
tendon affects relation between transverse and longitudinal tetanic response of toad GAST to 

random pulse-train. 
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To interpret muscle force dynamics, especially during its relaxation, we investigated the course of 
passive characteristics force-tendon length. Muscle tendon is not the only element influencing 
muscle contractile properties with its passive properties, but is definitely is the largest SE. When 
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compared to SE, PE is often considered negligible; therefore in various derivations of Hill’s model 
its influence is often disregarded. 
 
Our basis was measured transverse twitch (Dy). Elastic components elongation (in time domain) 
was gained from geometrical model (Dx, Equation 4.4). Further, mechanical model was used to 
create passive characteristics for muscle and muscle-tendon complex, separately for the phase of 
contraction and phase of relaxation (Figure 4.36). 
 

 

Figure 4.36: Hybrid modelling approach: fusion of data on muscle belly geometry and mechanical 
model of elastic tissue. 
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Following observation was made: the course of the passive characteristic force-tendon differs for 
both systems: in case of muscle-tendon complex relaxation phase differs from contraction phase; 
in case of muscle without tendon, characteristics for contraction and relaxation phase are similar 
(Figure 4.37). 
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Figure 4.36: Passive connective tissue characteristic for muscle with (b) and without (a) tendon. 
Characteristics were acquired through mechanical model (Equations 4.5 and 4.6). Values of 

coefficients (Ai, bi) for elongation and shortening of connective tissue in muscle with removed 
tendon are (0.0714, 1.2892) and (0.0346, 1.9530), respectively. For muscle-tendon complex the 

coefficients values for elongation are (0.0560, 1.4939) and for shortening (0.0212, 1.9217). 

 
 

4.4.4. Modelling responses of type I and type II muscle fibres 
 
The peak of transverse twitch response is more pointed in muscles with shorter TcTMG (Figure 
3.10). This can be explained using separate models for type I and type II muscle fibres on the 
presumption that all muscle fibres of the same type exert the same twitch response. This 
presumption is most probable for fibres comprised in the same muscle. 
 
The scheme presented in Figure 4.38 shows a model for summation of modelled twitches (type I 
and type II fibres), which is in longitudinal direction transferred to the skeleton (over the tendon) 
and in transverse direction to muscle belly displacement force.  
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Figure 4.37: Model of connection between longitudinally measured force and transversely 

measured displacement of human muscle belly. 

 
 
In order to follow muscle belly displacement properly, displacement sensor comprises a so-called 
“recurrent spring”, which pushes the sensor tip against the skin above the measured muscle. When 
measured transverse displacement is multiplied by elasticity coefficient of the aforementioned 
spring it is in linear connection with transverse muscle belly displacement force. Selectively 
measured calcium concentration and longitudinal force exerted by isolated fibres were taken from 
the literature (Wetzel and Gros, 1998). Longitudinal twitch of type II muscle fibre starts increasing 
later, at higher calcium concentration and its amplitude is up to nine times higher than in 
longitudinal twitch of type I fibres (Wetzel and Gros, 1998; Sica and McComas, 1971). 
 
With respect to their shortening and on the presumption they are cylindriform and of the same 
length, type I and type II isolated fibres thicken quadratically and proportionally. Type II fibres 
diameter is 5 – 20 % larger (in this thesis a 20 % larger diameter was taken into account) (Knez, 
2000; Johnson et al., 1973). Von Donkelaar et al. (1999) claimed that there is a linear relationship 
between muscle belly thickening and its shortening. For the purpose of this thesis we presupposed 
equal dynamics but different amplitudes of transverse and longitudinal twitch of isolated muscle 
fibre. 
 
Further, transverse and longitudinal twitches of both types of isolated fibres were multiplied by 
respective percentage for each fibre type comprised in measured muscle (n1, n2). Thus the entire 
muscle belly force was calculated. In the end, we were interested in damping coefficient of the 
connective tissue, for it affects both muscle fibre type responses. Parameter Tc was minimized 
with an optimisation procedure, which resulted also in coefficient ratio: damping coefficient – 
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damping in transverse plus longitudinal direction. Optimisation procedure was reapplied on ten 
sets of transverse and longitudinal twitches. The calculated values for Kx were from 2.2 to 6.5 
times bigger than for Ky (mean ± SD: 4.6 ± 3.2), of course, depending on subject and measured 
muscle. We interpreted this result as follows: damping coefficient for a transient function (of 
measured transverse (longitudinal) force and modelled transverse (longitudinal) force) differs 
significantly for transverse and longitudinal direction, especially at higher frequencies. 
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5. Discussion 
 
In this chapter our experimental and modelling results are discussed in connection with already 
published ones.  
 
 

5.1. Optimal contraction angle 
 
Characteristics describing force-length and torque-length relation in human have already been 
measured using different methods, on the contrary to muscle belly displacement-length 
characteristics, which has not been investigated until now. These characteristics were measured 
using torque measurements (Hasan and Enoka, 1985; Hutchins et al., 1993; Kasprisin and 
Grabiner, 2000), intramuscular force measurements in muscle tendon (Komi, 1990; Fowler et al., 
1993), muscle modelling (Uchiyama et al., 1998; Bennet et al., 1994; Huijing, 1998; Chang et al., 
1999) and were used for making inferences on optimal muscle length. Measurements were 
performed in voluntarily (Kasprisin and Grabiner, 2000; Hasan and Enoka, 1985; Chang et al., 
1999) and electrically evoked contractions (Day et al., 2000; Thomas et al., 1999). 
 
This chapter is divided in following sections: firstly, torque-muscle length characteristic is 
introduced, elbow flexor muscles were contracted voluntarily; in second and third section 
measuring results of electrically evoked contractions in two elbow flexor muscles are presented 
and in the fourth section results of in vitro measurements are discussed. 
 
 

5.1.1. Torque-muscle length characteristic in voluntary contraction 
 
MVC and ballistic MVC were measured at elbow angles of 1.75, 1.40, 1.05 and 0.70 rad. Our 
observations were in accordance with already published results and were as follows: elbow flexor 
muscles exerted maximal torque during ballistic MVC at the angle of 1.40 and 1.75 rad (Figure 
4.1). Performing both – increasing MVC and ballistic MVC enabled elimination and evaluation of 
body movement and coactivation of not measured muscles. Both contraction patterns were 
significantly correlated (r = 0.95), which proved that MVC was performed correctly. 
  
Chang et al. (1999) reported that force-length characteristics for different elbow flexor muscles 
differ significantly (Table 5.1). Muscles BB and brachialis dominate at larger angles, m. BR at 
smaller elbow angles. The reason is in PCSA: PCSA of BB is 3.1 times bigger and of brachialis 
4.7 times bigger than PCSA of BR, therefore they are able to exert greater force (Table 5.2). 
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Normalized muscle force Muscle 
2.09 rad 0.26 rad 

Optimal angle / rad 

m. BB 0.9 0.21 1.88 
m. BR 0.65 0.22 1.71 

m. brachialis 0 0.82 0.85 

Tabela 5.1: Force-length characteristic for three elbow flexor muscles (Chang et al., 1999). Given are the 
values of normalized force at two elbow angles and the optimal elbow angle. 

 
 

Muscle 

aMuscle 
length / 

cm 

aFibre 
length / 

cm 

aCSA / 
cm2 

bPCSA/ 
cm2 

cMoment 
arm / cm

dDistance to joint axis /
cm 

      Proximal Distal 
BB 24.0 17.8 5.8 4.6 4.8 28.2 4.8 
BR 23.7 14.7 2.0 1.5 5.6 5.5 22.2 

m. brachialis 20.1 14.4 7.4 7.0 3.3 13.5 3.5 

Tabela 5.2: Anthropometrical data on three elbow flexor muscles (a Enoka, 2002; b An et al., 1981; 
ciUchiyama et al., 1998; d Faszczewski et al., 1994). In m. BB moment arm is maximal at 1.75 rad, in m. BR 
and m. brachialis moment arms are maximal at 1.92 rad. When elbow angle is diminished from 1.75 to 0.70 

rad, lengths of m. BB, m. BR and m. brachialis increase for 5, 5.5 and 3.5 cm, respectively (Uchiyama et 
al., 1998). 

 
 
Koo et al. (2002) reports big difficulties with measuring optimal muscle length under in vivo 
conditions and wide dispersion of results published so far. Koo himself performed simultaneous in 
vivo measurements of torque and EMG in elbow joint and showed that in the rising part of force-
length characteristic m. BB’s relative force ranges from 10 to 100 % (longer head) and from 40 to 
100 % (shorter head). For m. BR relative force ranges from 55 do 100 %, which was confirmed by 
Murray et al. (2000). Koo et al. (2002) used a model to calculate the optimal lengths of m. BB and 
m. BR, which are for both muscles at the angle of 1.40 rad. Such deviations probably result from 
using the unreliable EMG method (Koo et al., 2002) and performing measurements on cadavers 
(Murray et al., 2000), which proved inappropriate in researches of this kind. 
 
 
 
 

5.1.2. Torque-muscle length characteristic in electrically evoked contraction 
 
Torque measurements, carried out on m. BB and m. BR revealed following contractile properties – 
length dependency: during diminishing elbow angle amplitudes of longitudinal twitch and tetanic 
response of m. BB were increasing (Figures 4.8 and 4.18), while amplitudes of m. BR reached 
their maximum at the angle of 1.40 rad (Figures 4.9 and 4.19). These measuring results are in 
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accordance with results taken from the literature, however they differ from theory dealing with 
relation between joint angle and optimal muscle length. 
 
The selective force-length characteristic of electrically evoked contraction has been often 
investigated (Marsh et al., 1981; Sale et al., 1982), still no statistically significant results were 
reported. Marsh et al. (1981) and Sale et al. (1982) applied torque-measuring method about ankle 
joint and made certain inferences on contractile properties of tibialis anterior and gastrocnemius 
medialis, but paid no attention to the level of activation. 
 
Our findings, showing that the amplitude of longitudinal twitch increases with muscle elongation, 
are again in accordance with findings taken from literature (Mela et al., 2001; Rack and Westbury 
1969; Maginaris, 2001; Hanchard et al., 1998). Some of them explain these findings with 
differences in muscle activation (Mela et al., 2001; Maginaris, 2001), others with additional SE 
elongation, which is bigger in stretched muscle (Rack and Westbury, 1969; Brown and Loeb, in 
press). The increase in duration and relaxation of longitudinal twitch is also discussed (Brown and 
Loeb, in press). Studies on elongated isolated muscles revealed the increase of relaxation time and 
increase of longitudinal twitch amplitude as well as longitudinal tetanic response amplitude. 
Morgan (1985) used prepared muscle to explain the longitudinal twitch amplitude increase in 
muscles, of lengths bigger than their optimal length – the reason was supposed to be the non-
uniform distribution of sarcomere lengths within muscle fibres. Huijing (1999) and Trotter (1993) 
claim this could not be the case for in vivo measurements, for then muscle force is transferred via 
fascia. 
 
To identify isometric forces of individual elbow flexor muscles Kasprisin and Grabiner (2000) 
suggested the use of muscle activation  - namely, they noticed significant activation changes in m. 
BB and insignificant changes in m. BR. Muscle activation can be well described also with 
alteration of longitudinal twitch time parameters, which was employed it this thesis. Parameters Td 
and Tc of longitudinal twitch were significantly longer than those of transverse twitch, however no 
correlation was found. Parameters Ts and Tr of transverse as well as longitudinal twitch are 
significantly correlated, for similar courses of both muscles’ characteristics (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). 
 
For m. BR our measurements revealed shorter Tc of longitudinal as well as transverse twitch for 
m. BR, which is in accordance with our previous investigation (Dahmane et al., 2000), where 
TcTMG for m. BB and m. BR was compared and statistically significant correlation between Tc and 
percentage of type I muscle fibres was demonstrated.  
 
Electrically evoked contraction cannot be compared to voluntary one. The former employs 
constant frequency stimulation (Botterman and Cope, 1988), while the latter occurs at altering 
frequencies. Usually, voluntary contraction is accompanied by coactivation of synergist muscles, 
which affects tendon compliance – also the tendons of observed muscles. 
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5.1.3. Displacement-contraction duration characteristic in electrically evoked 
contraction 

 
Muscle belly displacement measurements, carried out on m. BB and m. BR revealed following 
dependency: during diminishing elbow angle amplitudes of transverse twitch and tetanic response 
were decreasing, with their maximums at angles of 1.75 and 1.40 rad (Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.18 and 
4.19), for m. BB transverse twitch time parameters decreased and for m. BR transverse twitch 
parameters Td in Tr remained unchanged (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). 
 
The amplitude of transverse twitch is affected by several factors such as: level of muscle activity 
(Figures 4.2, 4.4 and 5.3), muscle geometry (its size, MU distribution, pennation angle, SE, PE) 
and undesirable disturbances (muscle belly lateral movements and body movements, which are 
added to measured muscle belly displacement). Quite many of these factors can be eliminated if 
supramaximal electrical stimulation is applied and elbow and shoulder are properly fixated. It can 
be presupposed that during the stretch phase muscle volume, CE homogeneity and pennation angle 
remain unchanged. Passive force of connective tissues changes with muscle length and can 
therefore not be neglected. 
 
 
Measuring muscle belly stiffness: 
Muscle belly stiffness in transverse direction was defined with amplitude of transverse twitch and 
amplitude of muscle belly tetanic response. We manufactured a stiffness-measure, which was used 
for the purpose of this thesis. Kubo et al. (2001) showed that under in vivo conditions muscle belly 
longitudinal stiffness and tendon elasticity are not connected. He further reported non-dependence 
between the stiffness of muscle-tendon complex and tendon elasticity, meaning that tendon 
anthropometrical data (length and thickness) do not indicate muscle belly stiffness.  
 
Additional relations were revealed in this study: muscle belly stiffness proved to be dependent on 
joint angle (Figure 4.11); m. BR stiffness is significantly higher than that of m. BB (Figure 4.10). 
This could be the effect of m. BR’s less elastic muscle belly and smaller CSA. The influence of 
joint angle on muscle belly stiffness is considerably bigger for m. BR than for m. BB (Figure 
4.11). 
 
Measured muscle belly stiffness was used with creating displacement-length characteristic, which 
informed us about dependency of DmTMG/Dv quotient on elbow angle. Aforementioned quotient 
for transverse twitch reached its maximum at the angles of 1.75 and 1.40 rad for m. BB, and 1.05 
rad for m. BR (Figure 4.12). For tetanic responses quotient maximum was reached at 1.75 rad for 
m. BB and 1.40 rad for m. BR (Figure 4.20). 
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5.1.4. Defining the optimal length for isolated toad gastrocnemius 
 
 
In Figure 5.1 force-length and displacement-length characteristics are plotted for transverse and 
longitudinal measurements. Noticeable differences (opposite course) are presented in Figure 5.1b 
for muscle with removed tendon. These findings were used for interpretation of measured results 
in human twitch and tetanic responses: m. BB’s tendon is shorter and less elastic than m. BR’s 
tendon, therefore force-length and displacement-length characteristics are of opposite course 
(Figures 4.8 and 4.18). In case of m. BR, which has a longer and more elastic tendon, the course of 
both characteristics is the same as in Figure 5.1a (Figures 4.9 and 4.19). 
 
 
In human transverse twitch parameter Tc is shorter and parameters Ts and Tr are longer than in 
longitudinal twitch (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). Same results were obtained from isolated toad GAST 
(Figure 5.2). 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Twitch-amplitude characteristics for muscle-tendon complex (a) and muscle with 
removed tendon (b) in toad GAST. 
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Figure 5.2: Muscle length dependency of time parameters for transverse and longitudinal twitches 
in toad GAST. Figures (a – d) present muscle-tendon complex, while figures (e – h) present time 
parameters for twitches of muscle only (without tendon). Muscle length was changed within its 

physiological limits. For the purpose of measurements synchronisation passive force 
measurements were performed. 
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5.2. Muscle twitch-activation level dependence 
 
In vivo measurements and comparison between muscle belly transverse displacement and 
longitudinally measured torque have not yet been carried out. Orizio et al. (1999) performed in 
vitro measurements on isolated cat’s GAST and carried out belly displacement measurements with 
laser displacement sensor. Still he reported on many factors affecting the measurement negatively 
(exacting sensor placing affecting also variability of choosing the measuring point…). 
 
Other advantages of muscle belly displacement measuring method over torque measuring method 
have already been mentioned (Chapter 2).  
 
With transverse twitch measurement we also measure geometrical changes of muscle belly, but at 
the same time some disturbing factors have to be taken into account (especially with small 
muscles): non-homogeneous distribution of contractile elements, muscle fibre length, sarcomere 
activity and fascia properties (longitudinal direction). From transverse twitch we gain information 
on muscle activation, useful for better understanding and modelling (muscle activation). 
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5.2.1. Connection between amplitudes of transverse and longitudinal twitch 
 
For transverse and longitudinal twitch relation between DmTMG and Dmtorque is exponential and a 
function of elbow angle, except for the smallest angle where muscle length was maximal and 
relation was linear. 
 
Transverse twitch has a lower contraction threshold and reaches its maximum in a shorter time 
than longitudinal twitch. Dmtorque / DmTMG dependency is presented in Figure 4.3 and can be 
divided into two sections: larger alteration of DmTMG in the first section, alteration of Dmtorque in 
the second section. Such pattern was noticeable in elongation-tension characteristic of elastic 
tissue (“toe region”). While muscle belly displacement reaches its saturation, longitudinal tension 
(with increasing stimulation) can still increase.  
 
Measuring transverse and longitudinal twitches of toad GAST: 
Isolated GAST was stretched to its maximal functional length (2.2 cm) and measured, which 
resulted in linear relationship between amplitude of longitudinal twitch (Dmforce) and transverse 
twitch  (DmTMG) (Figure 5.3). Orizio et al. (1999) have presented exponential relationship between 
both amplitudes in cat gastrocnemius, but have not given any data on muscle length. 
 

5.2.2. Time parameters of transverse and longitudinal twitches 
 
Transverse and longitudinal twitches have been classified according to the stimulating amplitude, 
which helped providing data on muscle contractile properties with respect to increase of 
stimulation amplitude (Figure 4.5). For both muscles parameters Td and Tc differed for transverse 
and longitudinal twitches, just the opposite of Ts and Tr. This means there must be a different 
filtration system applied to the process of transformation chemistry within the contracting muscle 
into measured mechanical movements. 
 
Measured TcTMG of transverse twitch for both muscles (Figure 4.5) is in accordance with theory of 
non-homogeneous type II muscle fibre distribution, which states that there is a higher density on 
the surface of the muscle (Elder et al., 1982; Lexell et al., 1983). We presume that electrical 
stimulation of threshold amplitude only innervates the superficial neurons, and further, they 
activate superficial MUs. The increasing stimulation amplitude, the deeper MUs activation, until 
supramaximal amplitude is applied. This pattern was investigated by Dahmane et al. (in press) on 
nine human muscles with TMG measurements and histochemistry: in every muscle Tc at 5 % 
supramaximal amplitude was significantly shorter than Tc at 50 % supramaximal amplitude of 
transverse twitch. 
 
For torque measurements Tctorque (longitudinal twitch) is prolonged for every increase in amplitude 
(figure 4.5). The reason is probably MU recruitment order – during electrical stimulation, firstly 
larger and faster MUs are activated and later the slower ones. Savelberg (2000) used Huxley’s 
model (Maenhout et al., 2000) to show that Tc of muscles with 40 to 60 % type I muscle fibres 
(includes m. BB and m. BR) increases when activation of longitudinal twitches is increased. 
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Parameters TsTMG and Tstorque in human express similar pattern (Figure 4.5) as Tsforce of in vitro 
twitches in toad GAST (Figure 5.4). The same goes for TrTMG and Trtorque in human compared to 
TrTMG and Trforce in toad GAST. When stimulation amplitude was increased, parameters Trtorque 
and Trforce of longitudinal twitch in human (Figure 4.5) and in toad, respectively, initially 
decreased, which is in accordance with findings from Savelberg (2000). Gonyea et al. (1981) are 
ones of the few who demonstrated statistically significant correlation between parameter Trforce of 
isometric longitudinal twitch (in isolated wrist flexor muscles in the cat) and percentage of type I 
muscle fibres (in the same muscles). This indicates not only response amplitude and Tc but also Tr 
is to be taken into account when dealing with MU or muscle classification. 
 
 
 
 
Measuring responses of isolated toad GAST: 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.3: Linear model of relation between transverse twitch amplitude and longitudinal twitch 
amplitude in toad GAST is shown in this figure: while DmTMG already reached its supramaximal 

value, Dmforce is still increasing. 
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Figure 5.4: Figures show stimulation amplitude dependency of parameters Tc (a), Ts (b) and Tr 

(c) for transverse and longitudinal twitch of toad GAST. 
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To evaluate our measuring results we wanted to compare them with results from literature, but we 
did not manage to find any similar studies. Therefore we performed the experiment under in vitro 
conditions on toad GAST and it revealed similar characteristics (Figure 5.4). Parameter TcTMG was 
maximal at minimal stimulation amplitudes, with increasing stimulation amplitude he increased 
and then decreased again. Similar pattern was observed for parameter Tcforce, only without the final 
decrease (at supramaximal stimulation amplitude). 
 

5.2.3. Properties of muscle belly transverse twitch  
Even though displacement sensor is positioned selectively on muscle belly, synergist muscles 
coactivation is detected to a smaller extent than with force sensor placed non-selectively on the 
forearm. We presume that the increase of m. BB longitudinal twitch, which occurs 50 ms after 
maximal response is reached (Figure 4.4), is a result of m. brachialis coactivation. This is the case 
when stimulation amplitude is in the range of supramaximal muscle activation. 
 
Peak of transverse twitches was often very distinctive (Figure 3.10), which was not the case with 
longitudinal twitches. The cause remains unexplained, but is discussed later. 
  
Prior to performing measurements regarding this thesis we: 
- Assured us that displacement sensor stays attached to the skin throughout the entire measurement 
(no rebounding), in order to obtain relevant measuring results.  
- Verified frequency relations: transverse and longitudinal twitch are limited upwards by 10 Hz, 
which is more than four times less than sensor’s frequency.  
- Investigated the influence of skin fold, for it lies just between the sensor and measured muscle. 
No correlation between skin fold and peak of the response or transverse muscle stiffness was 
found. The only correlation (r = -0.41) was found between the peak amplitude and TcTMG in BR, 
which indicates that muscles with shorter TcTMG exert higher peak amplitude. 
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5.3. Influence of the tendon on responses of isolated toad GAST 
 
Figure 5.2 shows time parameters of transverse and longitudinal twitches in one out of 4 toad 
GAST, for all measured results showed similar trends. From this it is evident that tendon 
properties have great impact on muscle contractile properties. Due to only 4 available preparations, 
no statistical analysis was performed.  
 
When comparing muscle with removed tendon to muscle-tendon complex we noticed that Tc for 
transverse and longitudinal twitches was longer for muscle-tendon complex, meaning tendon 
hinders its contraction; Tr and Ts for transverse and longitudinal twitches were shorter for muscle-
tendon complex, meaning that accumulated elastic energy (in tendon during contraction) is 
released during relaxation phase (Figure 4.33). 
 
Huijing and Been (2001) reported a difference in results of in vitro and in vivo measurements – 
mostly for the difference in forces at the proximal and distal muscle endings, which equals zero for 
in vitro measurements and even 23 % for in vivo measurements. Still generalization of in vitro 
findings is possible, but great precaution is required. 
 
Van Eijden et al. (2002), Yemm and Nordstrum (1974) and Weijs et al. (1989), demonstrated 
hysteresis for passive muscle force and muscle length during in vivo stretch and contracting the 
muscle-tendon complex in animals. Hysteresis indicates that not entire accumulated energy is 
released during relaxation phase, to certain amount it is transformed into heat. Same conclusions 
were made based on our measurements of active muscle contraction (Figures 4.33 and 4.35).  
 
Every tendon elongation results in accumulation of elastic energy. Elongation can occur either 
during voluntarily or electrically evoked muscle contraction. During maximal tetanic force Loren 
and Lieber (1995) reported wrist tendons elongation of 2.46 %. 
 
 

5.4. How responses depend on stimulating frequency 
 
Force-frequency or torque-frequency characteristic informs us about one of the basic input-output 
relation in MUs. It describes relation between amplitudes of tetanic responses and frequency of 
respective stimulation and at the same time identifies transformation of nervous system output 
(APs) into mechanical responses of MUs. From this point of view the force-frequency 
characteristic is of greater importance than MU contraction velocity. 
 
The literature survey did not provide any information on how muscle length affects displacement-
frequency characteristic. Even torque-frequency characteristic was examined very rarely – the 
reason might be difficult measurements of tetanic responses. More research work was done in 
muscle fibre, where the impact of certain parameters on force-frequency characteristic was 
investigated. 
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5.4.1. Torque-frequency characteristic in human 
 
We demonstrated angle dependency of torque-frequency characteristic (Figures 4.16 and 4.17) for 
elbow joint and elbow flexor muscles. The estimated fh diminishes when elbow angle is 
diminished (holds for BB and BR). Parameter fh is used for MU classification: one group of MUs 
had longer Tc and Tr of longitudinal twitch force and lower fh (Kernell et al., 1975; Botterman et 
al., 1986). Our measuring results indicated similar findings. M. BB comprising bigger percentage 
of type I muscle fibres has lower fh and longer TcTMG, Tctorque, TrTMG in Trtorque (Figures 4.6, 4.7, 
4.16, Table 4.2). 
 
Force-frequency characteristic can shifts either towards lower frequencies (potentiation) or 
towards higher frequencies (fatigued muscle). 
 
As already mentioned, it has not been often investigated how muscle length affects force-
frequency characteristic. A shift towards lower frequencies was reported after the muscle was 
elongated (Huijing, 1998; Mela et al., 2001). This means that values for optimal muscle length 
increase with lower stimulation frequencies. Explanation is based on contractile element properties 
dependency of muscle length (Stephenson and Wendt, 1984) and is in accordance with researches 
in animals (Balnave and Allen, 1996; Stephenson and Williams, 1982; Rack and Westbury, 1969). 
Marsh et al. (1981) explained this shift on tibialis anterior for it has a rather long tendon and thus 
many SE. Mela et al. (2001) disagreed and claimed longer tendons should cause just the opposite. 
Our measuring results are accordant to findings by Mela et al., for the same shift of torque-length 
was noticed, even though m. BR’s tendon is quite longer than m. BB’s (Figure 4.16). 
 
In voluntary contraction firstly a doublet is fired (second one delayed from 5 to 15 ms), then after a 
short interval further APs follow (Bawa and Calancie, 1983; Desmedt and Godaux, 1977; Kudina 
and Alekseeva, 1992b). In animal experiments it was shown that such combination maximizes the 
integral of force response in time domain (Burke et al., 1976; Zajac III and Young, 1980a and 
1980b). Thomas et al. (1999) presented the amplitude of the longitudinal doublet twitch to be 3.5 
times bigger than the usual longitudinal twitch amplitude, which presents 48 % of supramaximal 
longitudinal twitch amplitude. However, no information on stimulation amplitude was given. 
  
Our measuring results are as follows: mean amplitude of longitudinal twitch of m. BB equals 5.82 
Nm ± 1.30 Nm and in m. BR 4.61 Nm ± 1.68 Nm. Both amplitudes were summed up and so 
presented 14.23 % of the MVC amplitude. The same was performed for tetanic longitudinal 
twitches, amplitudes equalled 12.91 Nm ± 4.19 Nm in m. BB and 10.77 Nm ± 3.02 Nm in m. BR. 
Both amplitudes were again summed up, compared to MVC amplitude and presented 32.18 % of 
the MVC amplitude. Similar findings were reported by Bűlow et al. (1995); they performed non-
selective stimulation of muscle group quadriceps femoris and the longitudinal twitch amplitude 
presented 15 % of MVC amplitude. 
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5.4.2. Displacement-frequency characteristic in human 
 
Displacement-frequency characteristic for m. BB and m. BR proved to be significantly dependent 
on elbow joint (Figures 4.16 and 4.17). When elbow angle was diminished the amplitude of 
transverse twitch and tetanic responses of m. BB significantly increased for lower stimulation 
frequencies. Changes in parameter fh could not be detected, since transverse twitch of m. BB 
exceeded 50 % of supramaximal transverse tetanic amplitude. In m. BR the estimated fh increased 
with diminished elbow angle, presumably because of m. BR comprising larger SE than m. BB. 
 
 

5.4.3. Force-frequency and displacement-frequency characteristic in toad isolated 
muscle 

 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate force-frequency and displacement-frequency characteristic for both 
complexes – muscle-tendon, muscle without tendon. Beside the difference in amplitudes, no other 
differences were noticed. Amplitude of transverse tetanic responses was higher for muscle without 
tendon. Amplitude of longitudinal tetanic responses was higher for muscle-tendon complex. 
Similar observations were made for the control twitch at the end of the protocol (Table 5.3). This 
again indicates the difference in transverse and longitudinal twitch mechanics. Characteristics 
dependence on muscle length was not studied. 
 

Figure 5.5: Transverse and longitudinal twitch- and tetanic responses of toad GAST to short 
pulse-trains. Responses of muscle-tendon complex are presented on the left (a), while on the right 

side responses of muscle without tendon are presented (b). 
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Figure 5.6: Force-frequency and displacement-frequency characteristics for toad GAST with- (a) 
and without tendon (b). 
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5.4.4. Tetanic responses properties  
 
Between Tc of longitudinal twitch and amplitude of supramaximal longitudinal tetanic response 
either in m. BB or in m. BR no correlation was found. The same was reported by Sica and 
McComas (1971) on extensor hallucis brevis in human. 
 
When stimulation frequency was increased from 10 to 20 Hz the peak-to-peak amplitude 
decreased in unfused transverse as well as longitudinal tetanic response (Figure 4.16). This 
observation is in accordance with observations in cat gastrocnemius by Orizio et al. (1999 in 
2000). 
 
In vitro measurements in toad GAST revealed higher amplitude of transverse and longitudinal 
tetanic response for the muscle-tendon complex (f= 10 Hz, Figure 5.5). The reason probably lies in 
tendon releasing its elastic energy and thus accelerating the relaxation process. 
  
Pulse-train stimulation of isolated muscle increases or accelerates its fatigue (Table 5.3) – all time 
parameters of control longitudinal twitch are prolonged, as do parameters TrTMG and TsTMG of 
control transverse twitch, which indicates that transverse relaxation is more sensitive to fatigue. 
Similar conclusions are made if we analyse Figure 6.36a more in detail. When compared to single 
pulse stimulation, tetanic stimulation much sooner pumps out muscle energy stores and thus in 
Figure 4.34b no hysteresis typical of tendon or fatigued muscle is noticeable. 
 
Amplitudes of control (transverse and longitudinal, in m. BB and in m. BR) tetanic responses at 
100 Hz were higher than those of tetanic responses at 50 Hz (Figure 4.16). It means we did not 
apply supramaximal stimulation, but were quite close. Applying supramaximal stimulation was 
rather difficult, for some subjects felt a certain level of pain and so a bit lower amplitudes were 
applied. 
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5.5. Twitch-tetanus ratio 
 
The abovementioned ratio for longitudinal measurements was suggested to present a measure for 
muscle activation (Brown and Loeb, 1998). High correlation between innervation ratio and MU 
maximal tetanic force was presented (Bodine et al., 1987; Kanda and Hashizume, 1992; Zepetnek 
et al., 1992) and is used for estimation of innervation ratio. Statistically significant positive 
correlation between MU size and twitch-tetanus ratio in longitudinal direction was calculated also 
by Bewick et al. (1993). 
 
Measuring twitch-tetanus ratio in torque responses is difficult because of the torque exerted by the 
limb, which affects longitudinal tetanic responses. This problem can be eliminated with increasing 
the stimulation frequency.  
 
So far presented twitch-tetanus ratio measurements were performed with force or torque 
measurements, but revealed dispersive results: Thomas (1997) presented ratio of 0.09 (in human), 
but did not offer any criterions for choosing stimulation amplitude; Fuglevand et al. (1999) 
presented a ratio of 0.36 (longitudinal responses in human), similar results were presented also by 
Burke et al., 1973; Lev-Tov, 1988), who performed measurements in animal muscles. Desmedt 
(1967), Burke (1967) and Slomić et al. (1968) presented a ratio ranging between 0.1 and 1 
(longitudinal responses in human). 
 
We intended to find a reason for these dispersive results and finally concluded that twitch-tetanus 
depends on measured muscle, subject and most of all on stimulation frequency. 
  
Firstly twitch-tetanus ratio was defined as Dtwitch-Dtetanus amplitude ratio. Dtwitch are the amplitudes 
of transverse and longitudinal twitch obtained from protocol A. Dtetanus are the amplitudes of 
transverse and longitudinal tetanic response obtained from protocol B.  
 
Secondly twitch-tetanus ratio was defined as DtwitchB1-Dtetanus amplitude ratio. DtwitchB1 are 
amplitudes of transverse or longitudinal twitch measured at the beginning of protocol B. Dtetanus are 
amplitudes of transverse or longitudinal tetanic response measured during protocol B. Stimulation 
amplitude remained unchanged. 
 
In both studies we perform displacement as well as torque measurements. In a comparative study 
on toad GAST ratio was defined as amplitude ratio Dtwitch-Dtetanus. Dtwitch are amplitudes of 
transverse or longitudinal twitch response, Dtetanus are amplitudes of transverse or longitudinal 
tetanic response to the same stimulating frequency. 
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5.5.1. Twitch-tetanus ratio for supramaximal amplitudes 
 
Firstly Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio was observed, where Dtwitch and Dtetanus were the supramaximal 
amplitudes of twitch responses (protocol A) and tetanic responses (protocol B). 
 
Data given in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate how this ratio increases with increasing muscle length. 
Similar findings were presented by Mela et al. (2001). This indicates that twitch-tetanus ratio 
depends on muscle length and can therefore not be considered a constant. This dependence is 
shown as angle dependent ratio: Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio for m. BB and m. BR in longitudinal direction 
is significantly bigger at 0.70 rad than at other angles (Table 4.4). 
 
No explanation has yet been offered why twitch-tetanus ratio differs for different muscles – the 
ratio for MUs of type II fibres is supposedly greater (Enoka and Fuglevand, 2001). Fuglevand et 
al. (1999) performed in vivo measurements in human and revealed that MU types can be classified 
on the basis of fh and twitch-tetanus ratio (torque measurements). Firs MU group: fh = 9.1 Hz ± 0.5 
Hz, twitch-tetanus ratio of 0.36, second MU group: fh = 15.6 Hz ± 1.1 Hz, ratio of 0.25. 
 
Our displacement measurements revealed following results: Dtwitch-Dtetanus = 0.47 in m. BR, Dtwitch-
Dtetanus > 1 in m. BB (Figures 4.21 and 4.22) – meaning that the amplitude of supramaximal 
transverse twitch exceeds the amplitude of supramaximal transverse tetanic response. This might 
occur due to different ways of force exertion: larger muscles maximize their force only by 
additional activation of MU, while smaller muscles use this pattern only until 30 % of their 
maximal force is exerted, further they increase the firing rate (Kukulka and Clamann, 1981; De 
Luca et al., 1996). Both research groups classified m. BB large muscle, m. BR was unfortunately 
not investigated, but has three to four times smaller diameter. 
  
Duchateau and Hainaut (1986) reported connection between potentiation and twitch-tetanus ratio 
in human; Thomas et al. (1993) showed that the ratio is changed with MU fatigue. Further, twitch-
tetanus ratio (force measurements) is lower for muscles with higher potentiation. We obtained 
similar results: Dtwitch-Dtetanus ratio (for both transverse and longitudinal responses) was 
significantly lower in m. BR than in m. BB (Figures 4..21 and 4.22) and potentiation (for both 
transverse and longitudinal responses) was significantly higher in m. BR than in m. BB (Table 
4.8). Finally, it can be concluded that twitch-tetanus ratio depends on “history“ of contractions. 
 
 

5.5.2. Twitch-tetanus ratio for non-supramaximal amplitudes 
 
In this chapter only protocol B was analysed: DtwitchB-Dtetanus ratio includes mean amplitude of tree 
twitches at the beginning of protocol B (DtwitchB) and supramaximal amplitude of tetanic response. 
 
Tables 4.6 and 4.7 present DtwitchB-Dtetanus ratio for transverse and longitudinal response, 
respectively. 
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Statistically significant correlation between DtwitchB-Dtetanus ratio and Dtetanus was calculated for 
transverse responses of both muscles at all four elbow angles (Table 4.6). For longitudinal 
responses no significant correlation was calculated (Table 4.7). Statistically significant correlation 
was also calculated between DtwitchB-Dtetanus ratio and DtwitchB for responses in transverse and 
longitudinal direction of both muscles and at all angles (Figure 4.25). Statistically significant 
correlation between MUs with lower longitudinal twitch amplitudes and DtwitchB-Dtetanus ratio was 
calculated also by Thomas et al. (1999). 
 
No correlation was found between transverse or longitudinal tetanic response and contraction time 
(Tc) (Figure 4.26). 
 
In toad GAST following ratios were calculated: Dtwitch-Dtetanus for transverse responses: 0.31 and 
for longitudinal responses 0.39. 
 
 

5.6. Post-tetanic twitch potentiation 
 
Potentiation is a phenomenon where response increases more than expected, regarding previous 
responses. The degree of potentiation depends on previous muscle activation and was noticed in at 
least three different forms (Rankin et al., 1988). First is potentiation after certain number of 
twitches, second after a short pulse train (post-tetanic potentiation) and third kind of potentiation 
occurs after a few longer pulse-trains. The common occurrence is the increase in amplitude. 
 
Post-tetanic potentiation can be presented also from calcium-sensitivity point of view (Sweeney et 
al., 1993) but this is in most cases neglected (Mela et al., 2001). Twitch potentiation is in most 
cases in connection with phosphorus impregnation of myosin heads, which brings them closer to 
actin and thus increases the possibility of activation even at very low excitation (Sweeney and 
Stull, 1990). Post-tetanic potentiation does not occur only after a longer resting period, but also 
during physical activity and depends on the force of previous contraction (Bülow et al., 1993). So 
it was often noticed after MVC (Belanger et al., 1983; Brown and Loeb (in press); Vandervoort et 
al., 1996) and rarely after electrical stimulation (Mela et al., 2001). 
 
Brown and Loeb (1998) revealed that muscle contraction force is not the only cause for 
potentiation and suggest research area to expand on other contraction parameters. Only few studies 
investigating potentiation of response time parameters were found, most of them were engaged in 
half-relaxation time of force-response (Brown and Loeb, in press; Belanger and McComas, 1985; 
Vandenboom and Houston, 1996; Vandervoort et al., 1983). In our research we were studying 
potentiation of time parameters in transverse and longitudinal responses. We believe that 
observing potentiation in transverse twitches is more objective, because longitudinal twitches are 
affected by elastic properties of connective tissue. 
 
Many studies dealt with amplitude post-tetanic potentiation dependence on muscle length (Mela et 
al., 2001; Roszek and Huijing, 1997; Yang et al., 1998). However, time parameters potentiation 
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was not investigated. We examined how muscle length affects post-tetanic potentiation of all five 
TMG-based parameters in transverse and longitudinal twitch. We also compared post-tetanic 
potentiation of transverse and longitudinal twitch. 
 
 

5.6.1. Post-tetanic potentiation of twitch amplitude 
 
During muscle elongation we noticed a decrease of Dmtorque post-tetanic potentiation in both 
muscles (Table 4.8), which does not hold for parameter DmTMG; further, maximal post-tetanic 
potentiation occurs at the smallest length of BB and in not length-dependent in BR (Table 4.8). 
Same findings were presented also by Mela et al. (2001): they established that post-tetanic 
potentiation of longitudinal twitches in human tibialis anterior is higher at smaller muscle length 
and is in entirely stretched muscle hardly noticeable. Same observations were reported also by 
Roszek and Huijing (1997) as well as Yang et al. (1998). 
 
Moreover, we noticed higher post-tetanic potentiation in muscles with lower transverse or 
longitudinal twitch amplitudes (Figure 4.28, Table 4.9) and in muscles with lower twitch-tetanus 
ratio (Figure 4.29, Table 4.10), which was presented also by Thomas et al. (1999), only that he 
performed measurements on human MUs. We did not find any significant correlation between the 
degree of Dm potentiation and parameter Tr or Tc of longitudinal MU twitch (neither did Thomas 
et al., (1999)). 
 
Type II MUs in animals (Gordon et al., 1988 and 1990; Lev-Tov et al., 1988) and in humans 
(Hamada et al., 2000) exert higher post-tetanic potentiation. Measuring results given in Table 4.8 
show significantly higher post-tetanic potentiation in m. BR, which also comprises higher 
percentage of type II fibres (Johnson et al., 1973). Higher post-tetanic potentiation in BR can be 
explained also with considering longer tendon, which gets even longer after several contractions. 
Maganaris (2002) reported tendon elongation (after several contractions) for 32 %. Gordon et al. 
(1988) studied amplitude potentiation for different muscle fibre types in isolated cat motor units. 
He observed longitudinal tetanic response to paused pulse-train of 240 sec and noticed as follows:  
 
- Type I muscle fibres: no amplitude potentiation noticed, no fatigue symptoms; 
- Type II muscle fibres:  

٠ Fatigue resistant fibres (FR): amplitude potentiated for 25 %, after 30 sec fatigue 
symptoms are present, after 240 sec amplitude is decreased to its primary value; 

٠ Intermediate fibres (FI): amplitude potentiated for 13 %, after 20 sec fatigue 
symptoms are present, after 240 sec amplitude is decreased to 35% of its primary 
value; 

٠ Fast fatiguing fibres (FF): amplitude potentiated for 20 %, after 10 sec fatigue 
symptoms are present, amplitude is decreased to zero after 180 sec. 
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5.6.2. Post-tetanic potentiation of twitch time parameters 
 
Beside amplitude we observed potentiation also in time parameters of transverse and longitudinal 
twitch, which manifested in decreased time parameters. Statistically significant differences are 
marked in Table 4.8, where smaller coefficients indicate higher potentiation. 
 
Muscle length impact on the degree of post-tetanic potentiation of time parameters is also 
presented in Table 4.8. The aforementioned impact is different for transverse and longitudinal 
response potentiation. Mela et al. (2001) reported shorter duration of post-tetanic longitudinal 
twitches in m. tibialis anterior, independently of ankle angle. We made similar observations in m. 
BB and m. BR. 
 
Post-tetanic potentiation of longitudinal twitch was at first presented as a result of increased 
calcium release during contraction (Close, 1972b), however this should further lead to prolonged 
twitch relaxation (MacIntosh and Gardiner, 1987), which is in opposition to our measuring results 
and published results from Brown and Loeb (in press), Belanger and McComas (1985), 
Vandenboom and Houston (1996) and Vandervoort et al. (1983), which indicate significantly 
shorter relaxation time of transverse and longitudinal twitch of both muscles (Figure 4.28 and 
Table 4.8). 
 
Thomas et al. (1999) presented post-tetanic potentiation of relaxation time in longitudinal MU 
twitch of 0.71. Our results revealed as follows: TcTMG potentiation in m. BB equalled 0.83, Tctorque 
potentiation in m. BB equalled 0.86, TcTMG potentiation in m. BR equalled 0.86 and Tctorque 
potentiation in m. BR equalled 0.94. Differences occurred due to different measuring methods: 
Thomas et al. (1999) applied intramuscular force measurement and selective stimulation of a 
single MU. 
 
 
Post-tetanic potentiation of responses in toad gastrocnemius: 
Post-tetanic potentiation of contractile parameters was observed during protocol B, measuring 
results are presented in Table 5.3. In transverse twitch (after protocol B) parameters Td and Tc 
decreased, parameters Ts and Tr increased. In longitudinal twitch time parameters increased, while 
the amplitude remains almost unchanged. These results support the hypothesis about the 
connection between potentiation and muscle fatigue. When stimulated with pulse-train (as in 
protocol B) isolated muscle is very sensitive to fatigue. 
 

Response Timing Td / ms Tc / ms Ts / ms Tr / ms Dm 
Before 13.89 35.85 87.95 21.09 1.08 mm Displacement 
After 11.86 33.58 139.08 37.97 2.20 mm 

Before 13.00 33.65 67.75 19.54 0.91 N Force 
After 14.22 38.50 96.64 26.00 0.90 N 

Tabela 5.3: Contractile parameters for toad GAST transverse and longitudinal twitches measured 
before and after protocol B. 
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5.7. Muscle belly deformation 
 
Force-length and force-speed characteristics are well known indicators of mechanical 
functionality; still they describe only one dimension of muscle functioning. In order to study 
influences of contraction on muscle fibre length, connective tissue length and pennation angle, 
two-dimensional indicator is required (central muscle sagittal plane) (Gielen, 1998; Otten, 1988). 
 
Zuurbier and Huijing (1993) reported 24 % diminishing of sagittal cross-section area in human m. 
gastrocnemius medialis during isometric contractions, still methods they used seem unreliable due 
to not enough surface markers, neglected cross-section curvature and muscle rotation (during 
contraction). 
 
Van Bavel et al. (1996) took it up by measuring muscle belly thickening in muscle transverse 
plane during passive stretching. He reported muscle belly as well as aponeurosis thickening of 
about 6 %.  
 
Scott and Loeb (1995) claimed that during thickening fascia circumference is enlarged, but no 
results was given. Van Bavel et al. (1998) observed the change of circumference in detail and 
reported maximal circumference diminishing at tendons and minimal at muscle belly. 
 
Due to curvature in transverse direction, two-dimensional indicator dos not suffice, meaning a 
three-dimensional indicator is required (Huijing and Ettema, 1988/1989; Scott and Loeb, 1995; 
Van Bavel, 1996). 
 
Changes in longitudinal dimensions have often been studied. These studies revealed changes in 
aponeurosis length between 1 and 5 % during isometric contractions (Huijing and Ettema, 
1988/1989; Scott and Loeb, 1995). Zuurbier et al. (1994) demonstrated non-homogeneous stretch 
of distal aponeurosis - stretch of distal part was greater than of proximal part (of distal 
aponeurosis. Griffiths (1991), Van Bavel et al. (1998) and Van Donkelaar et al. (1999) claimed 
that during isometric contraction muscle fibre length is diminished by 15 %. 
 
In general changes of longitudinal dimensions are lesser in connective tissue than in muscle fibres, 
due to lower elasticity of connective tissue. Therefore muscle belly thickening depends on 
connective tissue elasticity and consecutively on muscle length. This is accordant to our results: 
transverse twitch amplitudes were significantly higher in m. BB than in m. BR, which has longer 
and thinner tendon. 
 
Van Donkelaar et al. (1999) reported human gastrocnemius medialis belly thickening of 4.8 % and 
thickening of its aponeurosis of 6.1 %. During isometric contraction muscle volume remains 
constant, cross-sectional area of muscle sagittal plane diminishes independently of muscle length, 
therefore changes in transverse muscle dimensions compensate for its shortening. Relationship 
between muscle transverse thickening (dT) and longitudinal shortening (dL) is linear: 
( ). 678980 .. −⋅−= LdTd
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5.8. Modelling skeletal muscle responses 
 
In previous chapters we presented mathematical models for quantitative description of muscle 
functioning. They were used to explain and improve understanding of definite mechanisms that 
influence muscle functioning. Such models are created on the basis of certain simplifications, but 
still sufficiently describe muscle properties.  
 

5.8.1. Neural network modelling 
 
On the basis of neural network we created a model for modelling relation between transverse 
muscle belly deformation and longitudinal twitch. We intended to identify the connection between 
both transverse and longitudinal “deformation” and then verify the model with responses of other 
muscles. 
 
The network architecture was able to learn the rules of connection between toads GAST belly 
displacement and force (Figure 4.30a). However, these rules were to specific to be successfully 
applied, which is evident from fittings presented in Figures 4.30b, c and d. 
 
The abovementioned indicates there probably are many parameters affecting relation between 
transverse and longitudinal response. Muscle preparation, measuring conditions, sensors 
positioning – all this has to be carefully prepared, especially in smaller muscles. Relation between 
both responses depends on muscle architecture, elastic properties of connective tissue and fascias 
and other geometrical factors such as muscle length and rotation, measuring point etc. 
 
 

5.8.2. Geometrical modelling 
 
All disadvantages mentioned in chapter 5.8.1 directed us towards other types of models. We 
selected the toad GAST and created a respective geometrical model. We used this model to 
identify relation between transverse muscle belly displacement and longitudinal tendon elongation. 
 
We used a mathematical function (Equation 4.2) to describe rotational ellipsoid (Figure 4.32), 
which was satisfactory in describing muscle geometry. It was dimensioned in order to describe 
geometrical changes during contraction at the constant muscle volume. Model fitting was verified 
with isometric as well as isotonic contraction (Table 4.11). 
 
Knez (2000) suggested creating a model on the basis of cylindrical shape, however this shape does 
not correspond to dynamics of muscle transverse thickening and longitudinal shortening, 
monitored during contraction. 
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Our geometrical model revealed linear relationship between transverse thickening and longitudinal 
shortening of muscle belly, which is in accordance with findings by Van Donkelaar et al. (1999), 
who monitored muscle belly geometrical changes with high-frequency camera. 
 
 

5.8.3. Modelling tendon passive characteristic 
 
In toad GAST we observed the longitudinal twitch: for muscle-tendon complex this twitch was of 
shorter duration and faster relaxation than for the muscle with removed tendon, which resulted in a 
hysteresis when transverse and longitudinal twitch dynamics were presented in the same (Figures 
4.33d and 4.35). 
 
We employed mechanical model to find appropriate transient-function for SE, of which the main 
part is represented by tendon. Through tendon longitudinal shortening is transformed into 
measured force response at the tendon ending. Further, SE transient-functions were compared for 
muscle-tendon complex and muscle without tendon. Comparison revealed that in case of muscle-
tendon complex SE transient-function consists of two transient-functions – one representing 
longitudinal elongation and the other tendon longitudinal shortening (Figure 4.37). 
 
Our findings correspond with findings by Maganaris et al. (2000 in 2002), which obtained similar 
results with ultrasonic measurements. 
 
The same procedure could have been used for investigating tetanic responses in toad GAST 
(Figure 4.34), but appearance of potentiation and fatigue, which implement different patterns of 
responding to electrical stimulation (such as hysteresis as presented in Figure 4.35), helped us 
decide for modelling twitch response only. 
 
 
 
In order to investigate human muscle, a far more complex model would be required to include 
other mechanical parameters such as joint mechanics, limb torque and own frequency, changes in 
join axes during contraction, skin fold etc. 
 
 

5.8.4. Modelling responses of type I and type II muscle fibres 
 
Knez (2000) presented a model of muscle contraction based on calcium input. The model 
employed type I and type II muscle fibres contractile properties and their combined responses, 
which was performed by creating separate model for calcium release (from SR) and afterwards 
type I and type II fibres force exertion. 
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The peak, typical of twitch responses with short TcTMG, was explained with modelling transverse 
force of both muscle fibre types (Figure 4.38). Savelberg (2000) came to same conclusion: peak 
appears in muscles with higher percentage of fast MUs. In his model he included longitudinal 
twitches of isolated fibres, but no connective tissue mechanics. 
 
Data on calcium release from SR for type I and type II muscle fibres and data on contractile 
properties of isolated type I and type II muscle fibres were taken from literature (Wetzel and Gros, 
1998; Sica and McComas, 1971). We presupposed the equality of transverse and longitudinal 
twitch dynamics. This presumption is based on equality of elasticity coefficients in transverse and 
longitudinal direction in isolated fibre. On the basis of findings by Van Donkelaar et al. (1999) 
similar presumption was made for damping coefficient in isolated fibre. Van Donkelaar et al. 
(1999) performed measurements of muscle contraction dynamics and demonstrated linear 
relationship between changes of longitudinal and transverse muscle belly dimensions. 
 
If muscle fibre is presented with a cylinder of length “l” and radius “p”, then they are related as 
follows: 
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The difference between “p” and “pS” corresponds with increased muscle belly displacement. For 
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unchanged also during contraction. This indicates that irrespective of relaxed or contracted muscle 
fibres, diameter of type II muscle fibres always remains 20 % bigger than diameter of type I 
muscle fibres (Knez, 2000; Johnson et al., 1973). 
 
Histochemical analyses on m. BB and m. BR composition have been performed in the past 
(Johnson et al., 1973; Dahmane et al., 2000) so data on muscle fibre type percentage were taken 
from literature (Table 4.2). 
 
 
We created transient-function of connective tissue for transverse and longitudinal direction, which 
transforms transverse and longitudinal muscle belly twitch into measured transverse and 
longitudinal twitch of muscle-tendon complex, respectively. Further it was noticed that damping in 
longitudinal direction affects exerted torque to a much greater extent than damping in transverse 
direction. In spite of the fact that connective tissue damping coefficient differs for different 
muscles as well as different subject it can be concluded that damping coefficient in longitudinal 
direction exceeds that in transverse direction by 2.2 – 6.5 times. 
 
Damping coefficient includes connective tissue damping as well as the entire mechanics of elbow 
joint. Along with this following question arises: how about the damping or elasticity inside the 
muscle belly (in transverse and longitudinal direction)? Muscle belly elasticity coefficient in 
longitudinal direction almost equals tendon elasticity coefficient, which was demonstrated also in 
toad GAST: during fused tetanus muscle belly was shortened by 8.5 % while tendon was 
elongated by 10.5. As well as the tendon muscle fibres also comprise collagen – on one hand 
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tendon comprises higher percentage of collagen, on the other hand muscle belly is a wider 
structure. Comparing transverse and longitudinal twitch of toad GAST did not reveal any 
significant correlation between transverse and longitudinal damping coefficient neither for 
connective tissue nor muscle-tendon complex. 
  
Sometimes peak in transverse twitches is not so well defined. The reason might be damping effect 
of the fascia (for instance in m. tibialis anterior), coactivation of underlying muscle or higher 
percentage of type I muscle fibres comprised in measured muscle. The peak of longitudinal twitch 
is usually flattened (or smoothened) by elasticity coefficient and connective tissue damping in 
longitudinal direction and with sliding against surrounding tissue, so that in vivo measurements 
almost never reveal it. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
In this thesis transverse and longitudinal twitch and tetanic responses were analysed using 
tensiomyographic and torque measuring method, respectively. Mathematical models were applied 
to demonstrate relationship between measuring results obtained by one single method and between 
measuring results of both methods. 
 
Responses were measured in muscles of different muscle fibre composition, but the same muscle 
architecture. This enabled us to define influences of separate elements (tendon dimensions, muscle 
fibre composition, position of muscle insertio and origo) on measured responses. 
 
Finally, conclusions were made on the basis of comparative measurements on isolated muscles. 
Transverse and longitudinal deformations were modelled with geometrical model; to investigate 
relation between transverse and longitudinal response mechanical model was used. 
 
 
Authentic contributions and findings: 
 
• Determination of optimal muscle length  
 
Optimal muscle length is defined with respect to stiffness measurement and achieving maximal 
muscle force. So-far defining optimal muscle length was always accompanied by certain 
difficulties originating mainly from muscle stiffness. Torque measurement of electrically evoked 
longitudinal responses enabled optimal length estimation, still measuring results reflect high 
variability, which makes such estimations unreliable. Therefore, TMG displacement sensor was 
upgraded in sense of mechanical stiffness detection – it detects stiffness of muscle belly in 
transverse direction. This upgrade enables us to provide relevant estimations on optimal muscle 
length. 
 
 
• Determination of twitch-tetanus ratio 
 
Methods that can be applied for measuring mechanical parameters of tetanic responses are either 
invasive or of high variability. We recorded displacement-frequency and torque-frequency 
characteristics, analysed their elbow angle dependencies and thus determined twitch-tetanus ratio 
for both measured muscles – m. biceps brachii and m. brachioradialis. We showed that this ratio 
depends on both – elbow angle and stimulation amplitude. Tensiomyographic method proved 
suitable for detecting activation characteristics of muscle contraction; selective sensor positioning 
(directly on/over muscle belly) classifies this method adequate for detecting tetanic responses, 
especially to pulse-trains of physiological frequencies. 
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• Determination of post-tetanic potentiation 
 
Because of certain disadvantages of non-invasive methods (when measuring time parameters of 
muscle contraction), so far only longitudinal twitch amplitude was used for measuring the degree 
of potentiation. It happened rarely that also half-relaxation time was observed. We showed that the 
degree of potentiation depends on joint angle and that beside aforementioned amplitude and half-
relaxation time there are other time parameters of transverse muscle belly twitch, which indicate 
the degree of potentiation. 
 
 
• Skeletal muscle geometrical model and identification of damping coefficient in connective 

tissue model 
 
In order to investigate how transverse muscle belly twitch and longitudinal force twitch are 
connected the use of geometrical model was suggested. It was defined on the basis of 
measurements on isolated toad gastrocnemius. Complementing geometrical muscle model with 
mechanical tendon model resulted in two different passive transient functions – one for tendon 
elongation and the other for its shortening. Considering this we interpreted the connection between 
longitudinal twitch of muscle-tendon complex and transverse muscle belly twitch: connective 
tissue damping coefficient is statistically bigger than coefficient in transverse direction.  
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Manufacturer Globus Italia 

Name ERGO METER isometric 
dynamommeter 

Sensitivity 100 g 

Maximal load 200 kg 

Data  
acquisition 

via RS 232 interface 

 
Figure 8.1: Measuring chair  

 

8. Appendix 
 
 
Appendix A: Force sensor for measuring MVC and ballistic MVC 
 

Manufacturer World Precision 
Instruments, Inc 

Name FORT 5000 (Force 
Transducer) 

Sensitivity 5 g 

Maximal load 5 kg 

Linearity error < 0.1 % 

Own frequency 300 Hz 

Mass 8 g 

Data  
acquisition 

via diff. amplifier TBM4M 
(Appendix E)  

Figure 8.2: Force sensor for measuring 
longitudinal responses of human skeletal muscles 

 

 
 
 
Appendix B: Force sensor for measuring electrically evoked longitudinal responses in human 
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Manufacturer World Precision 
Instruments, Inc 

Name FORT 250 (Force 
Transducer) 

Sensitivity 0.25 g 

Maximal load 250 g 

Linearity error < 0.1 % 

Own frequency 300 Hz 

Mass 8 g 

Data  
acquisition 

via diff. amplifier TBM4M 
(Appendix E)  

Figure 8.3: Force sensor for measuring 
longitudinal responses of toad gastrocnemius 

 

Appendix C: Force sensor for measuring electrically evoked longitudinal responses of toad 
gastrocnemius  
 

 
 
 
Appendix D: Displacement sensor for measuring electrically evoked transverse responses of 
toad muscle belly 
 

Manufacturer World Precision 
Instruments, Inc 

Name DSPL (Displacement 
Transducer) 

Lever length 24 mm 

Principle electromagnetic sensor 

Noise 
amplitude 

0.5 mV 

Linearity error < 2 % 

Own frequency 28 Hz 

Mass 2.5 g 

Data  
acquisition 

via diff. amplifier TBM4M 
(Appendix E)  

Figure 8.4: Displacement sensor for measuring 
transverse responses of toad muscle belly  
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Manufacturer World Precision 
Instruments, Inc 

Name TBM4M (4-Channel 
Transducer Amplifier) 

Channels 4 
Amplification x1, x10, x100, x1000 
Noise  
amplitude 

0.4 µV (0.1 do 10 Hz, 
x100) 

Output  
voltage 

± 10V 

Input resistance 1010 Ω 
Frequency  
band 

1 MHz (x1), 80 kHz (x10), 
10 kHz (x100), 1 kHz 
(x1000) 

Linearity error < 0.001 % (x1), < 
0.01 % (x 1000) 

Data  
acquisition 

using input-output 
interface (Appendix F)  

Figure 8.5: Differential amplifier TBM4M. 
 

Appendix E: Differential amplifier used for amplifying longitudinal (toad and human 
skeletal muscles) and transverse responses (toad muscles only) 
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Manufacturer National Instruments, Inc 
Name DAQCardTM 1200 

PCMCIA (Data 
Acquisition Card) 

Analogue 
channels 

8 inputs  
(2 of them duplex) 

Duplex 
lines 

24 

Input  
voltage 

± 5 V 

Sampling 
frequency  
(analogue 
channels) 

100 – 44100 Hz 

Input 
resistance 

1010 Ω 

AD DA 
converter 
resolution 

12 bit 

Frequency 
band 

250 kHz (x1  - x10), 150 
kHz (x20), 60 kHz (x50), 
30 kHz (x100) 

Data 
acquisition 

using Matlab 5.3, DAQ 
Toolbox, (Mathworks, 
Inc.)  

Figure 8.6: Input-output interface for transferring 
collected data together with the connection-board 

(connecting BNC cables from measuring 
instruments). 

 

Appendix F: Input-output interface for data transfer and acquisition 
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Manufacturer RLS merilna tehnika d.o.o. 
(Rotary & Linear Motion 
Sensing Solution) 

Name Displacement Transducer 
Principle Optical lever 
Optical lever 
length 

42 mm 

Output signal A and B (TTL levels) 
Own  
frequency 

44 Hz 

Resolution 2 µm 
Error 2 µm (on the whole 

measuring range) 
Maximal 
displacement 
velocity 

1 m/s 

Data  
acquisition 

via counters and parallel 
computer interface 

 

 
Figure 8.7: Displacement sensor for measuring 

muscle belly transverse enlargement. 
 

Appendix G: Displacement sensor for monitoring electrically evoked transverse responses of 
human muscles 
 

 
 
Appendix H: PC 
 

Manufacturer Hewlett Packard 

Name Omnibook XE2 

Operating 
system 

Microsoft Windows 98 

Configuration • 

• 
• 

Pentium Celeron 450 
MHz, 
64 MB, 
HDD: 5GB.  

Figure 8.8: Personal computer with user interface. 
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Manufacturer EMF-Furlan&Co. d.o.o. 

Name TMG – S1 

Output current 0 – 110 mA for 0 – 1000 
Ω resistance 

Output voltage Uimax < 30 V rms 
Stimulus width 0.1 do 2 ms 

Stimulus shape rectangular, monophasic 
Power supply 
(accumulator) 

Ub = 12 V DC 

 

Figure 8.9: Electrical stimulator TMG – S1 was 
used for generating electrical stimulation in 
protocols A and B and experiments on toad 

isolated gastrocnemius. 
 

Appendix I: Electrical stimulator 
 

 
 
 
Appendix J: Measuring chair (Figure 8.1) 
 
Manufacturer Enraf Nonius BV 

Model Manumed 

 
 
 
Appendix K: Software 
 
Matlab 5.3 (Mathworks, Inc.) 
Microsft Office (Microsoft, Inc.) 
Mathematica 
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